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CCSO: Events
leading to Jones
being found
remain unknown Beshear,Hancock

KY 80 limit now 05

announce change
for highway locals
have longed to hear

By DEBBIE BATTEIGER
Staff Writer
Grateful does not begin to
describe the feelings that
Maxine G. Jones' family felt on
Monday evening.
Jones
had
gone missing
at 9:30 a.m.
Sunday morning, on her
way. to church
in
northern
Calloway
County.
Nearly
36
hours later, the
Jones
8 I -year-old
mother of six was located by a
"good samaritan" in Nashville,
Tennessee.
Calloway County Sheriff's
Office Chief Deputy Nicky
Knight said that, although the
agency is still trying to put the
pieces together, the full story as
to how Jones came to be in
Nashville !villains unknown.
"We don't know what really
happened, just that she started
driving," Knight said.
Knight indicated that he does
not believe anything criminal
was happening. but her health
condition may have played a
. role. Jones is a diabetic and has
been diagnosed with dementia.
Jones' son, Tim Thurmond.
said he also believes her health

II See Page 2
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"But what about you?" he
asked. "Who do you say I
am?" Peter answered, "The
Christ of God."
Luke 9:20

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
In the 1980s, rocker
Sammy Hagar proclaimed a
saying that became an
anthem of sorts - "I Can't
Drive 55."
After
Wednesday's
announcement by Kentucky
Gov. Steve Beshear, people
driving on KY 80 west of
Kentucky Lake do not have
to worry about that problem
anymore on most parts of
that highway.
In a visit to Kyle-Oakley
Field northwest of Murray
Wednesday, Beshear made
the declaration that many
Calloway countians have
waited to hear for many
years; the 55 mph speed limit
on KY 80 was being raised to
65 mph, which along with a
second announcement of KY
80/U.S. 68 being widened to
four lanes from Canton to
Cadiz, gives him one more
accomplishment for western
Kentucky, his home area, in
his eight years as governor.
"Western Kentucky is back
on the map," Beshear said
with pride. "This means a lot
to me. This is home (he is a
native of Dawson Springs in
nearby Hopkins County).
"I remember when I was
running eight years ago, I
told you that if you helped
me get this office, Western
Kentucky would have a seat
at the table. And I promised
western Kentucky a modern
four-lane highway through

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times:
Fifth District state Rep. Kenny Imes of Murray finishes removing a black covering to reveal a 65 mph speed limit
sign after:
Kentucky Gov. Steve Beshear, next to Imes on the left, announced the increase from 55 mph for KY 80/U.S. 68 Wednesd4
at Kyle-Oakley Field near Murray. Shown from left are Kentucky Transportation Secretary Mike Hancock, 1st District state Sen.
Stan Humphries, Murray City Councilwoman Jane Shoemaker, Zee Enix of Murray, longtime Democratic Party official
in
Calloway County, Murray City Councilman Dan Miller, Beshear, City of Murray Mayor Jack Rose. Imes, Calloway County
Attorney Brian Ernstberger and 2nd District state Rep. Richard Heath of Wingo.
our western waterland. The
widening of 68/80 compliments
a corridor that runs across the
western third of Kentucky and
opens travel to the rest of the
state, and most of that stretch
will now be possible at 65 mph."
Only the intersection connecting 80 with U.S. 641 north of
Murray, the only such intersection on 68/80 between Mayfield
and Cadiz, will keep the speed
limit at 55 mph, according to a
map
the
Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet provided
for viewing at the event.

•See Page 2

A map that was presented for viewing during Wednesday's event at Kyle-Oakley Field outlines
where the new 65 mph speed limit will be in effect for KY 80 in Calloway County.

Good Morning

Park Board concludes interviews,
now must decide on new director

to Ledger & Times
subscriber:

Larry Bell

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

Call today to subscribe!

270-753-1916

After two evenings of interviews, Murray-Calloway
County Park Board members now have the task of thinking
about who they want as their park director.
Three candidates were interviewed Monday and Tuesday at
the Robert 0. Miller Conference Center, and Park Board
Chairman Jason Lovett said he believes all three would make
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EKU cancels classes, cites threat
JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
THE FORMATION OF A CITY: Tables and chairs are arranged beneath a large tent
Wednesday morning as other tents are shown on the grassy area of the east side of Roy
Stewart Stadium on the Murray State University campus as the Tent City for Saturday's homecoming festivities come together. Tent City has been a homecoming gathering place for alumni for several years with each tent representing specific colleges or schools at MSU to allow
their alumni opportunities to reunite with each other, prior to the annual football game that
serves as the highlight of homecoming. Saturday's game matches the host Racers with Austin
Peay.
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Crime Doesn't Pay...But We Do!

By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press
LOUISVILLE. Ky.(AP) — Eastern Kentucky University
canceled classes and shifted a home football game to another campus after the discovery of graffiti that threatened to
"kill all" this week,school officials said Wednesday.
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II KY 80 limit now 65...

W EAT HER

• Thursday: Partly sunny,
'ith a high near 84. Light and
variable wind becoming south
:Wound 5 mph in the morning.
'Thursday Night: A 20 percent chance of showers and
'thunderstorms after 1 am.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 63. West southwest
wind 3 to 6 mph
Friday: A 50 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy, with

From Front
was the cause.
"It's like a switch went off(in
her dementia), she's somewhat
disoriented. It's a comfort to us
to have her home, safe, warm
and fed," he said.
"We are just so appreciative to
Sheriff Sam Steger and Nicky
Knight, their hearts bled for us
and they worked hard to find
her. Sheriff Steger was on vacation and called me two or three
times a day."
Thurmond said he and his five
siblings "kept the faith" during
,those long hours.
"We pulled together as a team
Joy Mom. Mom would have
:been proud. We learned the hard
way (to take her dementia to
heart). We want to pass on our
experience to othprs; to take a
'proactive approach." he said.
Thurmond said that the family
felt Jones *as in the early
stages.
; "She left her phone at home.
arid we had no way fb Tbach
;her." he said. "It surely was an
!act of God that kept her safe. I
don't know how she got there

i

a high near 75. West southFrom Front
west wind around 8 mph
becoming north northwest in
Beshear said Wednesday that
the afternoon.
he has received several inquiries
Friday Night: Partly cloudy, about the speed limit issue, but
with a low around 51. North he said those questions began
wind around 6 mph.
coming at a quicker pace in the
Saturday: Mostly sunny, last year. He listed some of the
with a high near 69. North wind people during his speech.
7 to 9 mph.
"One of them was Zee,"
Saturday Night: Mostly
Beshear said of 92-year-old Zee
clear, with a low around 50.
Enix of Murray, a longtime
North wind 5 to 7 mph becomof Beshear's and a longfriend
ing calm in the evening.
Sunday: Sunny, with a high time official with the Calloway
near 74. Calm wind becoming County Democratic Party, who
Beshear asked to be beside him
southwest around 5 mph.
Sunday Night: Clear, with a when a ceremonial covering was
low around 56. Light south removed, revealing a 65 mph
wind increasing to 5 to 9 mph speed limit highway sign alongside road signs representing both
in the evening.
Columbus Day: Sunny, with 68 and 80.
"I also must recognize Murray
a high near 79. Southwest
wind 10 to 13 mph.
Mayor Jack Rose, Calloway
Monday Night: Mostly clear, County
Brian
Attorney
with a low around 58. Ernstberger, John McConnell
Southwest wind 5 to 9 mph.
and Elizabeth McCoy (local
Tuesday: Sunny, with a high business leaders), as well as
near 78. West wind around 6 (Murray State
University)
mph.
President Bob Davies. They all
talked to me seriously about this
issue. With high-tech highways,
particularly, more and more people are using GPS for traveling,
(to Nashville)."
and we're finding that those sysHe said the family is eternally tems respond better to highways
grateful for all of the love and with higher speed limits."
prayers that were extended to
Beshear also noted that the
changes with both the speed
them through social media.
Knight said that Jones was limit and the road in Trigg
found by a passerby on Monday County will also create added
opportunity for economic develevening,
as well as increase
opment,
"A gentleman saw her parked
particutourism
opportunities,
in an apartment complex. sitting
larly in Kentucky's biggest
in a vehicle. He knew sometourist attraction - Land
thing wasn't right but was able Between the Lakes National
to contact her preacher. It was Recreation Area, whose western
the preacher that told him that border lies at the foot of the
she was missing." he said.
Eggners Ferry Bridge that carFrom there, the Murray Police ries 68/80 over Kentucky Lake
Department dispatch was noti- between Marshall and Trigg
fied and they called the counties.
"I'm tickled to death with
Calloway County Sheriff's
said 5th District state
today,"
Office.
Imes of Murray,
Kenny
Rep.
The "good samaritan" called
who represents both Calloway
emergency services, who took
and Trigg counties. Imes is a
care of her in that parking lot.
Republican, yet despite relations
Thurmond said he would like that have been contentious at
to extend his heartfelt thanks to times between members of the
the man that helped his mother. opposing political parties, he
"Without Tim Abbott,she may said that did not matter on this
not be alive today," he said."We day.
"I give (Beshear) credit. He's
can breathe again now that she's
getting us connected to the rest
back home with us.-
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
55 mph speed limit sign
downed
a
DOWN AND SOON TO BE OUT: A car prepares to pass
afternoon near Murray.
Wednesday
intersection
on KY 80 just west of the U.S. 641 North
to make way for new
signs
mph
55
the
removing
were
crews
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
65 mph signs.
of the state. No question about it,
more and more people are starting to realize the impact on our
economy in western Kentucky
that this will have. LBL is our
largest attraction; they easily
could go over 2 million visitors
a year when all of this gets completed (the new Eggners Ferry
bridge is slated for completion
in December, while a replacement structure for the Henry
Lawrence Memorial Bridge over
Lake Barkley in Trigg County is
slated for completion in 2017).
This is going to help with
attracting new business here,
plus you look at Murray, it's
known as a nice place to retire, it
has a good university, this is
going toigsake it more of a destination as well."
Earlier -Hancock,like Beshear,
also a western Kentucky native
(Princeton), tapped into Imes'
connections idea.

"When you think of the legacy
the governor is leaving, and the
many, many things he is responsible for, a single word for me
be 'connections,"
would
Hancock said. "On the transportation side, we're making
critical, critical connections.
With the new bridges, anybody
who's been there can see how
those are progressing. You look
at the Ohio River bridges project
in Louisville, the Ledbetter
bridge(near Paducah),as well as
the connection of 1-69 in
Kentucky, we've done a lot of
good work, and it's been
because of the governor's determination to tackle problems
across Kentucky."
One person who has been
quite outspoken about the 55
mph issue----for - KY 80 in
Calloway County has been its
Judge/Executive Larry Elkins.
ikednesday, though still critical

of how long it took for the raising to 65 mph to happen, Elkins
was expressing a decidedly positive reaction.
"I'm glad they've finally
raised it. It was needed," he said.
"It's another thing to cross off
(the Calloway County Fiscal
Court's) list of goals we wanted
accomplished. Now, we're moving on to whatever the next issue
is, and we're going to continue
working to make this community as great as it can be."
Implementation of the new
speed limits in Calloway County
was immediate. but KyTC Area
1 Public Information Officer
Keith Todd said drivers need to
be aware for the time being. He
said hopes are to- complete
changing all signs by the end of
today,but if a 55 mph sign is still
in place, he suggested that be
obeyed in that particular area.•
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
BOOK CLUB
REVIEW
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Callow.ay County

By Sandy Linn
Guest Writer

The Rosie
Project
by Graeme Simsion
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Socially challenged genetics professor Don
Tillman is ready to get married. Only problem is
he still needs to find that special someone. How
does one go about fuiding the perfect wife? By
creating the Wife Project complete with a 16page questionnaire, "designed to filter out the
drinkers, the smokers, the vegans and the late
arrivals," of course!
Don's Wife Project is off to a lack luster start
when he meets Rosie Jarman, who he identifies
as "the world's most incompatible woman. A
barmaid. Late, vegetarian, disorganized, irrational,
unhealthy,
smoker—smoker!
Psychological problems, can't cook, mathematically incompetent, unnatural hair color."
Although he disqualifies her as a potential candidate, he finds that he is drawn to her and
decides to help Rosie in the search for her biological father, which results in his creation of the
Father Project.
When the Father Project begins to take precedence over the Wife Project, Don finds he is
becoming less logical about his set criteria for
the perfect wife and soon comes to the "unscientific conclusion that sometimes you don't find
love, it finds you."
The Rosie Project is a heartwarming, funny
novel and is highly recommended for readers
who enjoy fast paced, engaging stories filled
with humor and just a bit of romance.
Graeme Simsion is a former IT consultant and
the author of two nonfiction books on database
design. At the age of 50, he decided to try his
hand at fiction and wrote his first novel, The
Rosie Project.
He continued Don and Rosie's story in his second novel,The Rosie Effect,
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Sixteen-year-old guitar whiz
comes to WKCTC Saturday
Special to the Ledger
Quinn Sullivan,a I6-year-old guitar prodigy,and his band are coming to western Kentucky this weekend.
Sullivan will perform at the Clemens Fine Arts Center on the campus of West Kentucky Community
& Technical College Saturday in Paducah. Showtime is 7:30 pin.
Sullivan has been on a world tour with Rock n' Roll Hall of Fame guitarist and blues legend Buddy
Guy, a friend and mentor to the youngster.
Since he was 7, Sullivan has shared the stage with such players as Guy, Eric Clapton, Los Lobos,Joe
Bonamassa and the late blues legend B.B. King. He also has played at such venues as the Hollywood
Bowl, Madison Square Garden and Red Rocks outside of Denver, Colorado.
Tickets are $25 for adults, $15 for students and children and can be purchased by going online at
artsinfocus.org or calling 270-534-3212. III
Photo Provided

ROSIE

Murrayan's
piece wins
second place

PROJECT
11PlIt

"A Pod of Happiness"
placed second in the
Nature's Inspiration category at the "All About Gourds"
show. The show was held
during the month of
September at the Icehouse
Gallery in Mayfield. Shown
here is local artist Johnny
McDougal with his award
winning piece.

GRAEME SIMSION

His screen adoption of The Rosie Project has
been optioned by Sony Pictures. Graeme lives in
Australia with his wife Anne Buist and their two
children.
The November selection for CCPL Brown Bag
Book Groups is A Cherry Cola Christmas by
Ashton Lee. A joint meeting will be held on
Nov. 2 from 12-2 p.m. and will feature a return
visit from author Ashton Lee as well as a
Thanksgiving Potluck.
To learn more about CCPL's Brown Bag Book
Groups, programs and events, visit the library at
710 Main Street, Murray, KY 42071 or online at
www.callowaycotuitylibrary.org

Every Donation Brings
Hope.

American
Red Cross
\1/4 ester!) Kentucky Chapter
ening Calloway County

CCPL Brown Bag Monday and Tuesday
Book Group's October Selection

Icehouse Gallery hosts its first bicycle tour
Special to the Ledger
Icehouse Gallery will be hosting its first POP!("Pearl of the Purchase") Metric Century Bicycle Tour
at the Icehouse Gallery in Mayfield on Oct. 10.
Registration begins at 7 a.m. and the bicycle tour begins at 8 a.m.
Icehouse Gallery has hosted Mayfield Kiwanis Club's annual BAM! Bicycle Ride every July 4th for
the past several years. This will be the first year that the Mayfield business has offered its own tour.
Proceeds will benefit arts programming and the Murray State University Summer Arts Workshop
Scholarship Program for talented high school students in the community.
The tour will have route lengths of 20,32 and 61 miles through picturesque farmlands on flat to gently rolling hills in Graves County. There will be rest stops every 10 miles, stocked with refreshments
provided by members of the Laurel Oak Garden Club of Mayfield.
Each rest stop will have access to restrooms or will be provided a portable toilet. The roadways will
be well marked and riders will be given a map for their route. Several service trucks will be providing
assistance to the riders along the way.
The cost of the ride is $35, which includes a choice of either a 100 percent cotton long-sleeve logo
T-shirt or a Polar-brand insulated water bottle with the gallery and event logo on the side.
The "POP! Bottles" are BPA- and Phthalate-free and are available in medium (20-ounce) and large
(24-ounce) sizes. The T-shirts and POP! bottles are available only while supplies last.
Pre-registration information is available at http://icehousearts.org/pop.htmor on the Facebook page,
"POP Metric Century."
The Icehouse Gallery is located at 120 North 8th St., one block north of the Courthouse Square in
Mayfield, Kentucky.
For more information about the POP! Tour,contact Ric Watson at the Icehouse,(270)247-6971 or at
www.icehousearts.org.•

Yeiser Art Center
to feature folk
art paintings
Special to the Ledger
The Yeiser Art Center will
host an opening reception of
Gay Speirbhain's solo exhibition,"I Came From A Star" Oct.
10 from 5-7 p.m.
A Tennessee native who spent
25 years living and working on
a Native American pueblo in
New Mexico,Speirbhain is now
based in Paducah.
She weaves the stories from
these experiences and much
more into her folk art paintings.
The exhibition will be on display through Nov. 7.
The Yeiser Art Center is located at 200 Broadway, Paducah.
The center is open from 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Tuesdays through
Saturdays.
For more information, visit
www.theyeiser.org.
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COMMUNITY
DATEBOOK
Photo provided
Calloway
CCRTA: The
County Retired Teachers met
on Monday, Aug. 10, at the
Murray Woman's Clubhouse
for their first meeting of the
year. New officers were introduced and are pictured, from
left, Dr. Larry Guin, treasurer;
Brenda Call, president;
Debbie Ernstberger, secretary; and Dr. Ken Wolf, president-elect. The next meeting
will be Monday, Oct. 12, at
11:30 a.m, at the Murray
Woman's Clubhouse with
State Representative Kenny
Imes and State Senator Stan
Humphries presenting the
program. All retired teachers
are encouraged to attend.

Tk Creative Arts Dept. to host Christmas Bazaar
Special to the Ledger
The CreatiNe Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
host their Christmas Bazaar, Bake Sale and Raffle on Saturday. Oct.
31. from 8 a.m. until noon at the Murray Woman's Clubhouse, 704
Vine Street.
Craft items such as stain glass, jewelry, seasonal and traditional
crafts, rustic burlap, pallet crafts and knitted items will be offered
along with baked goods for sale.
A new attraction this year will be the "Art Nook," which will
include art displayed by previous scholarship winners and depart-

ment members.
There will be a raffle drawing every 15 minutes during the event
and items include gift cards,seasonal items and home decor. Tickets
will be on sale during the bazaar.
All proceeds from the bazaar and bake sale benefit the MurrayCalloway County Art Contest for K-12 students and two students
from Murray and Calloway County schools will receive tuition for
the Summer Art Workshop at Murray State University. The Creative
Arts Department also funds the Annette Schmitt Scholarship which
is awarded to two students each year.

Blood drive to be held

The Aurora Ross Fire Dept. Auxiliary will be
hosting a Red Cross Blood Drive at the Aurora
Ross Fire Department on Friday, Oct. 9, 2015
from 1:30-7 p.m. The public is invited to attend

Buddy Walk being organized
October is National Down Syndrome
Awareness Month. The Down Syndrome
Association of Western Kentucky invites you to
Datebook the 14th Annual Buddy Walk,Saturday,Oct. 24,
Martha
at Noble Park in Paducah. Registration and fun
Finney Andrus, activities including inflatables for the children,
Community
face painting, music and food, will begin at
editor
noon. The Talent Show will begin at 1 p.m. and
the official program at 2 p.m. For more information, contact 270-564-0949 or 270-443-7723.

GOP will meet Monday

The Calloway County GOP will meet Monday,Oct. 12,at 6 p.m.
for its regular meeting. The public is invited to Victory
Headquarters, 304 Maple St., just off the southwest corner of the
square. Local circuit judge candidates who are running to fill Judge
Foust's position will be in attendance for an open forum. Jamie
Jameson, Jeff 'Edwards and Randy Hutchens will be on hand to
answer questions. Also, with the upcoming congressional race in
the First District in 2016, following Ed Whitfield's recent
announcement that he will not seek election, consideration will be
given to the field of announced GOP candidates and the potential
Democratic candidates who might seek the May 2016 nomination.

Special to the Ledger
WKMS listeners across the region raised $125,000 in community
'support this fall, finishing the on-air portion of the drive strong on
Wednesday. Sept. 30. Together, listeners cut on-air fundraising by
two days.
The station heard from over 750 members across western
- Kentucky, northwest Tennessee and southernmost Illinois."WKMS
listeners are a generous and engaged group," says Asia Burnett,
development direcwr. "It's inspiring to see how many people
believe strongly in public radio in our region."
Membership Director Jenni Todd notes that,"Over 50 community
members volunteered time to help answer pledge calls and help on
• ,'.the air, including Murray State University President Dr. Bob
Davies. We are very thankful for all the people who volunteer their
me and talents for WKMS.• "WKMS is a standard bearer for great public radio with a tremendous staff to make it all happen," said Chad Lampe, interim station

manager. Lampe notes that students and WKMS staff performed
remarkably despite the absence of retired station manager Kate
Lochte.
In an effort to encourage listeners to contribute early in the drive,
a drawing was held for a pair of Meet and Greet tickets to see Chris
Thile in concert at Murray State on Oct. 29, won by Jack and Kathy
Kerr of Murray.
The funds raised will help WKMS provide both local and national
programming in the coming year.
WKMS broadcasts a continuous,comprehensive mix of news and
music with stations including 91.3 WKMS-FM,WKMS HD-1 and
All-Music HD-2, Murray; 90.9 WKMD,WKMD HD-1 and HD-2,
Madisonville; 89.5 WKMT,Fulton; and All-Classical 92.5 Paducah,
88.9 Murray and 105.1 Madisonville. WKMS also streams both its
news and all classical channels online at wlons.org,a robust website
offering playlists, regional news and an online contribution page.
For more information, call 1-800-599-4737. II

Glorybound Christian Entertainment Ministry will meet Friday.
Oct. 10,from 7-9 p.m. at Goshen United Methodist Church Family
Fellowship Center, Stella. Featured will be For Him, April Arnold
and Mahon Thomas. The public is invited. For more information
call Renee Taylor at 270-753-8124 or Pat Leah at 270-227-8833.

4-H Poultry, Rabbits and More to meet
The 4-H Poultry, Rabbits and More will meet at the Expo Center
on Friday, Oct. 9, at 4 p.m. to travel to Wildwood Farm. All interested are welcome to attend. Lindsay Collins is the leader.

Kirksey UMC to host breakfast
Kirksey United Methodist Church will host a community breakfast Saturday, Oct. 10, from 8-10 a.m. A traditional breakfast of
bacon, sausage, gravy, eggs and biscuits will be served. Donations
will be accepted with proceeds going to local food banks. All are
welcome.

Knit-wits will meet
The Knit-wits group will meet Friday, Oct. 9, at 1 p.m., in the
Community Room of the Calloway County Public Library. Knitters
and crocheters of all levels are welcome. For more information call
Dot at 270-293-5588.

The Downtown Farmers Market is on the south side of Murray's
court square on Saturday mornings. Vendors will be offering home
grown vegetables and fruit along with farm raised meats, fresh
bread and baked goods, and handmade jewelry and textiles. For
vendor information, contact Murray Main Street, 270-759-9474.

Reformers' Unanimous meets Fridays
Reformers' Unanimous,a faith-based addictions program, meets
every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The public
is invited. Childcare is provided. For more information or a ride,
call the.church office at 270-753-1834.

WA.T.C.1-1 needs aluminum cans
The W.A.T.C.H Center, 702 Main Street, needs aluminum cans
for an ongoing fundraising project. Cans may be dropped off any
time day or night seven days a week by driving through the driveway/parking lot on the west side of the center and placing them in
the cotton wagon.
10"

Soup for the Soul serves weekly dinners
Photo provided
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A special thank you
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FALL SAVINGS
FRIDAY
15% OFF
Storewide!

The Family of
Billy Harding

(cash & carry only)
ALL, DAY FRIDAY
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for the prayers, support,food,flowers,
gifts and kindness during dad's illness
and death. Thanks to MCCH Hospice,
Dr. Giese e Staff, Bro. Brett Miles,
Northside Baptist Church,
Bell City Baptist Church, ,--Murray-Calloway CounOospital,
Drs. Adams & Kelly,
Bro. Kerry Lambert.
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A paper bead workshop is being offered at the Murray Art
Guild on Saturday,Oct. 10,from 10 a.m. until 2:30 p.m. Bead artist
Rosemary Kandt is presenting the workshop and all participants
will learn the basics to create different styles and shapes of beads.
The workshop is designed for teens and adults. Contact the guild
for registration at 270-753-4059 or email murrayartguild@murrayky.net. Bring a sack lunch and the class fee is $35.

Downtown Saturday Market to be held

Pictured are some of the staff and volunteers of WKMS as they celebrate reaching their fundraising goal.
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Bead workshop offered at MAG

Glorybound will meet Friday

WKMS on-air fundraiser meets goal

Tue

Soup for the Soul Community Kitchen serves free dinner each
night Monday - Friday,from 4-6 p.m., at 411 Maple Street, downtown Murray. Donations are always accepted. For more information, contact Debbie Smith at 270-293-3548.

Lone Oak Cemetery seeks donations
The Lone Oak Cemetery, east of Murray on Faxon Road, is in
need of donations for the upkeep of the cemetery. Mail donations to
Vance,5048 Faxon Road, Murray,KY 42071.
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Sunday, October 11, 2015
10:50 a.m.
Sunday School at 9:40 a.m.

MemoriaiTa tist Church $
Dr. Jerrell White - Speaking
Special Music by White Family
Potluck meal following the service.
EVERYONE WELCOME!!!
906 Main Street. Murray,KY
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Leta Rose Gregory
Marilyn Barrett, 74, of Murray, Kentuck
y, died at 11:20 am.,
Leta Rose Gregory, 61, of Farmington,
Tuesday, Oct. 6, 2015 at Spring Creek Health
Kentucky, died
and Rehabilitation, Wednesday, Oct. 7,2015
at her residence.
Murray.
She was a member of Farmington Baptist Church
She was born Feb. 22, 1941 in Detroit,
and was a
Michigan to David and
retired
interior decorator for Creative Interiors.
Mary Futrell Morgan.
She was preceded in death by her parents, MC and
She obtained her master's degree from
Hazel Rose; a
Murray State University
stepson
. Shayne Gregory; a sister, Jessie Weaks and one
and retired from the university. She
brother,
attended Green Plain Church
Forrest Junior Glover.
of Christ.
Mrs. Gregory is survived by her husband, Larry Gregory
She was preceded in death by her parents
; two
and her brother, Kenny
daughte
rs, Kimberly Barrett and husband Tim of Murray and
Morgan.
Lori
Batts and husband Greg of Melber; two stepdaughters,
Mrs. Barrett is survived by her husband
Lori
Mihal
, Preston Barrett; a
and husband Mark of St. Louis, Missouri and Meghan
daughter, Valerie Lively and husband Hugh of
Gargus and
Augusta, Georgia; a
husband Mike of Sedalia; one sister, Jackie Sullivan of
son, Eric Barrett and wife Heather of Murray;
Farming
ton
and two grandchiland eight grandchildren.
dren, Allison Barrett of Nashville, Tennessee
and Veronica Lively,
Funeral services will be at 11 a.m., Saturday, Oct. 10,201
Augusta, Georgia.
5 at
Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield, with Ben Stratton officiating.
Funeral services will be at 10 a.m., Saturda
Burial
y, Oct. 10, 2015 at
will follow in Farmington Cemetery. Visitation will be
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home with
from 5-8
Jonnie Hutchison
p.m.
Friday. Oct. 9,2015 at the funeral home.
and Mike Ernstberger officiating. There will be
congregational
Pallbearers will be sons-in-law, Tim Barrett, Mark Mihal,
singing with Chad Canter leading. Pallbearers will
Greg
be Bobby Ward, Batts and Mike Gargus; grandchildren,
Beau Barrett, Hunter Nall,
Rob Enoch, Roy Wyatt, Jim Lone, Bobby
Hall and Dave
Marlee Barrett, Seth Feagin, Jason Mihal and Lexie
Thompson. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemeter
Feagin.
y. Visitation
Honorar
y pallbearers will be Sandy Sales, Pat Ivey, Theresa Miller,
will be from 5-8 p.m., Friday, Oct. 9, 2015 at the
funeral home.
Stacey Hobbs and Debbie Dreier.
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfunera
lhome.com.
Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield, is in charge of arrangements.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge
of arrangements.
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William R. "Billy" Whitlow, 92, of Tennessee
State Veterans Home of Humbolt,Tennessee, died
Tuesday, Oct. 6,2015, at 6:10 p.m.
He was a member of Salem Baptist Church in
Lynn Grove. He was a retired minister who served
several churches in Kentucky. Mississippi and
Tennessee. He was a World War 11 veteran of the
US Army.
:
He was preceded in death by his wife, Linda
Edwards Whitlow; his parents, Cletus and
yne
Whitlow; his sister, Ruth Blackburn; a b
Whitlow
r,
Ralph Whitlow; great-grandson Kasey Kessl and
great-granddaughter Lindsey Henderson.
.1
Mr. Whitlow is survived by his daughter,
th
Rains of Sedalia; a son, Ray Whitlow ancwife
Janet of Trenton, Tennessee; a sister, I4nna
Creighton of Mayfield; his sister-in-law, ansy
Whitlow of Sedalia; and numerous grandchi
n,
great-grandchildren and great-great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be at 2 p.m., Friday, Oct. 9, 2015
at firown
Funeral Home, Mayfield, with Rev. Wes Fowler officiat
ing. Burial
will follow in Cuba Community Cemetery. Visitation will
be:after
noon on Friday, Oct. 9, 2015 at the funeral home. Graveside•mili
tary rites will be provided by American Legion Post #26.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to The
Gideons
International, Mayfield Gideon Camp, P.O. Box 5215,
Mayfield,
KY 42066 or to the Alzheimer's Association, Kaden Tower,
6100
Dutchmans Lane, Suite 401, Louisville, KY 40205-3284.
Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield, is in charge of arrange
ments. II
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Frank Van Ameringen

Jean Lockhart Bomar
Jean Lockhart Bomar,85,of Murray, Kentucky,
died Tuesday, Oct. 6, 2015 at her home.
She was born Sept. 14, 1930 in Murray,
Kentucky, to Euel and Lena Futrell Lockhart.
In her younger years, she worked as a waitress
in the Murray area and retired as a factory worker at Parker Hannifin in Greenfield, Tennessee.
She was preceded in death by her parents; her
husband, Max M. Bomar; two sons, Danny Smith
and Ricky Smith; a stepson, Max Bomar; four
brothers, Euel Franklin Lockhart, Sonny
Bomar
Lockhart, Bobby Lockhart and Darrell Lockhart
and a sister, Frances Nell.
Mrs. Bomar is survived by a son,Jerry Smith (Glenda Hutson)
of
Murray; a stepson, Stanley Bomar of Huntingdon,Tenness
ee; one
daughter, Carolyn Bebber and husband Harold of Murray; a
daughter-in-law,Tami Bomar; a sister, Jane McCuiston of Murray;
seven
grandchildren, Takina Bomar, Jason Smith, Chloe Hutson,
Wendy
Watters, Ashley Crick, Rachael Hutson, Kelsie Singleton and
four
great-grandchildren and several nieces and nephews.
A graveside service will be Friday. Oct. 9, 2015 at I I a.m.
at
Bethel Cemetery with Brett Miles officiating. Visitation will
be
Thursday. Oct. 8, 2015 from 5-7 p.m. at Imes Funeral Home
&
Crematory, Heritage Chapel.
Online condolences may be left at www.imesfh.com.
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory,Heritage Chapel, is in charge
of amaggements.

Kentucky man to be sentenced
in wife's alleged mercy killing

p.m., in the
try. Knitters
rmation call

e held

William R. 'Billy' Whitlow

By DYLAN LOVAN
Associated Press

Frank Van Ameringen died Monday, Oct. 5, 2015 at St. Vincent
Anderson Regional Hospital, Anderson, Indiana.
Arrangements are incomplete at Imes Funeral Home
&
Crematory, downtown Murray.

•EKU cancels...
From Front
School leaders called off
classes for the rest of the week,
effective
midmorning
Wednesday, as police tried to
track down the source of threats
that unsettled the campus in
Richmond, Kentucky. The
school later said its football
game against Tennessee Tech,
scheduled for Thursday night on
the EKU campus, will instead
be played at Georgetown
College in central Kentucky.
EKU's public safety office
said there was no evidence of
imminent danger on campus but
reported "an escalation in the
threat, originating from social
media." Police presence around
the campus has increased, the
office said.
School officials did not immediately identify the nature of the
social media threat. University
spokeswoman Kristi Middleton
declined additional comment,
citing the ongoing police investigation.
The campus threats surfaced
in recent days. On Monday,
campus police issued a public
safety alert after menacing graffiti was found in a student center
bathroom on campus. The graffiti said: "Kill All By 10/8/15."

LOUISVII.1.F, Ky.(AP) — Virginia Chumbley was asleep when she
was shot to death in her home.The killer left the handgun in the bedroom
and cried as he called 911.
"I just shot my wife," Chris Chumbley told the Laurel County emergency
operator. "Give me the police. I'm under arrest."
He later told authorities the killing was an act of mercy: His wife of two
decades, who everyone knew as Jenny, had asked to die because her cancer had spread.
Her body was swollen and her pain was immense. She had to use a
wheelchair when she wasn't bed-ridden and Chumbley has said he was
honoring her wish.
FORT CAMPBELL,Ky.(AP)
Chumbley, 50, was charged with murder, but last month, prosecutors — Fort Campbell has identified
reached a deal that would allow him to plead guilty to manslaughter. He a 101st Airborne Division solfaces 15 years in prison when he is sentenced by a judge Thursday.
dier fatally shot during a trainThe August 2013 shooting renewed the debate over mercy killings and ing exercise.
the right to die in a nation where five states — Oregon, Vermont,
The post on the KentuckyWashington, Montana and most recently California — have laws that Tennessee state line said 22allow doctors to prescribe life-ending drugs.
year-old
Pfc.
Kevin
J.
In Jenny Chumbley's case, her husband and prosecutors disagreed over Rodriguez was pronounced dead
how long she had to live. He said she only had weeks, his lawyer said. at about 10:20 a.m. CDT
Prosecutors believe it was longer than that.
Chumbley's brother,Tony Chumbley,said Chris and Jenny had watched
Chris' mother slowly die of lung cancer years before,and she told Chris she Kentucky pharmacy
PharMerica agrees to
never wanted her suffering dragged out like that.
"I think Chris done it out of love for her," said Tony Chumbley, who also $9.2
5M settlement
lives in Laurel County,nestled in Kentucky's Appalachian hills. "I think he
RICHM
OND, Va. (AP) — A
would not have done it if she didn't ask him to. If my wife got that sick and
Kentucky pharmacy has agreed
she asked me,I would hope I was man enough to do what Chris did."
On the 911 call the night of the shooting,Chris Chumbley told the oper- to pay $9.25 million to settle
ator that his wife has cancer "all over" and had a doctor's appointment the allegations that it solicited and
received kickbacks from a mannext day.
During the 16-minute call, he asked the operator if he could go see his ufacturer in exchange for promoting a drug with nursing
wife's body one last time.
home
patients, federal prosecuThe operator said no,and he complied.
Jenny Chumbley's mother. Rita Smith, told media after a 2013 hearing tors announced Wednesday.
The
settlement
with
that Jenny wanted chemotherapy and did not want to die. A phone number
Louisvi
lle-based
PharMer
ica
for Smith could not be located.
Lauri County Commonwealth's Attorney Jackie Steele said he spoke to Corp. resolves claims that it
people on Jenny Chumbley's side of the family about the plea agreement received kickbacks from Abbott
Laboratories in exchange for
and thinks they understand it.
recomm
ending that physicians
"I can't say they agree with it or like it," Steele said.
prescrib
e the Abbott-manufacThere have been other recent cases of alleged mercy killings. Last year,
tured
drug
Depakote. The feder88-year-old William Dresser shot his wife of 68 years in her Nevada hosal government alleged the kickpital bed after she had begged to die.
Dresser was later cleared after prosecutors determined it wasn't malicious backs were disguised as rebates,
educational grants and other
and Dresser was too old and sick to face prison.
financia
l support.
A California case that's still pending involves Jerry Canfield, who placed
The
settlement
partially
roses around his ailing wife of 37 years before shooting her in the head.
resolves allegations in two
C_anfield
told police the two had agreed he would end her
The 72-year-old
whistleblower lawsuits filed in
life if an illness left her in constant pain. He is charged with murder.
federal court in the western disRight-to-die advocates say families should have more options. II
trict of Virginia. MI

University President Michael
Benson said Wednesday that
classes were canceled to enable
law enforcement to thoroughly
investigate the continuing
threat. He said the goal was to
limit safety risks while assessing the threats.
"While we are confident the
responding team of law enforcement agencies has kept a watchful eye over our community and
is diligently investigating the
threat, it has become clear this
incident continues to be unsettling to a number of our students,faculty and staff," Benson
said in a campus message.
Classes also were canceled on
EKU's satellite campuses in the
region. The school has about
16,900 students.
The action comes less than a
week after a shooting at an
Oregon college. The shooter
killed nine people and himself.
The disruption at EKU comes
during midterm exams. Full
campus operations will resume
next Wednesday, following the
school's scheduled fall break on
Monday and Tuesday, Benson
said.
Benson urged students,faculty
and staff to "look out for each
other" amid the threat.
"I know a lot of people that are

actually pretty terrified by this,"
said Christopher Payton, editorin-chief of The Eastern
Progress, the campus newspaper. "I've been walking around
campus and everyone is packing
their bags and leaving."
Mike Mitchell made the hourlong drive from Mount Sterling,
Kentucky, to pick up his daughter, Irisbel, a freshman at EKU.
He said he thought school
administrators made "the right
call" in canceling classes as the
investigation continues.
"This day and time, you never
know," he said. "You have to
take threats seriously."
Mitchell said his 18-year-old
daughter was "ready to get away
for a couple of days,just due to
this situation."
Kickoff for the Eastern
Kentucky-Tennessee Tech football game is set for 7 p.m. EDT
Thursday at Toyota Stadium at
Georgetown College,EKU said.
The game had been set for the
same time and day at Roy Kidd
Stadium on the EKU campus.
A women's soccer game
between Eastern Kentucky and
Southeast Missouri that was set
for Thursday at EKU has been
moved
to
Transylvania
University's
Pat
Deacon
Stadium
in
Lexington.

Soldier fatally shot at Fort Campbell identified

I
PEA'

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
2_-0.753.999•4• www.simproperl .voin

Tuesday at Blanchfield Army
Community Hospital at Fort
Campbell.
The post said in a news release
that Rodriguez was an infantryman with Company A. 1st
Battalion,
187th
Infantry
Regiment, 3rd Brigade Combat
Team,known as "Rakkasans."
The incident remains under

investigation. Lt. Col. Brian
DeSantis, spokesman for the
101st, said Tuesday there was
no indication the shooting was
anything but accidental.
Rodriguez was a native of
Barceloneta, Puerto Rico. He
enlisted two years ago and completed a nine-month deployment
in June II
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Kentucky, EKU said. The game
is set for 1 p.m. Thursday.
EKU officials also canceled a
performance of the musical
"Joseph and the Amazing
Technicolor Dreamcoat" that
was scheduled for Wednesday
night at the school's arts center.
Campus police continue to
follow up on tips and interview
people as part of the investigation, EKU public safety officials
said.
Authorities have been unable
to substantiate a specific threat
against a specific building, they
said.
State and federal law enforcement agencies are also involved
in the investigation, campus
officials said.
The university is offering a
$10,000 reward for an identification leading to the arrest and
conviction of anyone responsible.•
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$8.2.5 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: 5.12 per word per day.
• 35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

for all your
classified needs

Th, pubhshet maonan,,

for all your
Circulation needs

AIM ic '''ci c.r echt any sutumned Mallet

n Aitor Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email classified@murrayledger.com or s
ffice at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.• Fax:(270) 753-1
Legal
Notice

Parts Department Inside
and/or Outside Sales.
This career opportunity is for
someone with parts experience
and knowledge of the
Heavy/Medium duty diesel truck market.

We will be accepting pncing for the City of
Murray, East Fork Clark's River Interceptor
Sewer Replacement - Contract No. 2.
Bids are due by Monday, October 12
12:00pm.
We encourage all eligible MBE. WBE, and
DBE Contractors to submit a price.

Compensation will be based on qualifications.
Tri-State offers insurance package, 401(k), and
paid vacations & holidays
Apply In person or send resume to;
100 Max Hurt Dr., Murray, KY 42071
Or Email: Icrabtreetitristateinternational.net
Or Fax To: 270-753-5773
Call 270-753-1372 for more information

020

020

Notice

Nolte

THE Gentry Houe is in
need of bunk bed. I
you have a bunk bed
that you would like to
donate please contact
Gentry House at 270761-6802. Thank you!
-5.-41132
hook
i1..1111,1

461111.11k

Ii

umpkins,
Straw &Gourds
Wright Farms
41 lanes Sparkman Rd

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this information do so at their own
risk. Although persons
and companies menare
herein
tioned
believed to be reputable,
The Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for thitilf ktivitles.

FULL TIME
Nurse Practitioner or
PA needed
Full Time board certiNurse
Family
fied
or
Practitioner
Physicians Assistant
applicants
needed for busy family
practice clinic.
applicants
Qualified
may send resume to:
Office Manager
PO Box 219
Dover, TN 37058
Phone 931-232-5555

When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds .;
webpage at
murrayledgencom,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on thejobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Plea. call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

Papa Smurf
Storage
1st.viontil I reel
.New Climate Conti
Available
•24 7 Surveillance
wpm Control
EWA
401) (01
)0 )

il

00

"
'0-10

FRESH COUNTRY
SAUSAGE
SATURDAY
DOWNTOWN
FARMERS
MARKET
CORNER OF
5TH & MAPLE
STUBBLEFIELD
FARM
753-3187
060
Help %Vented
EXPERIENCED brick
needed in
layers
Paducah, KY. Good
pay, steady work.
Please call 270-3310706

Super Cleaning
Do you need your
house cleaned top to
bbftbm? Give
me a call. 731-3363891. references available.

TAKING applications
for equipment operator/
COL driver. Apply at
2033 Outland School
RD. Murray, KY.

The Calloway County Public Library Board of Trustees
is now accepting applications for a Trustee Position.
Applications may be found online at
htbp://vAvw.callowaycountylibrary.org/employment.html
or at the front desk. Complete and mail them to
Library Director, 710 Main Street, Murray, KY 42071
Or email them to trustee Mcallowaycountylibrary.org
Completed forms must be received by October 31, 2015

, HIRING Graphics Asst.
Duties: assist v,i/ print
Online or In Print : schedule,
all inventory,
1
print production, design
ilea the Murraj
w/AI, communicating
ger&Timesfor all : w /customers
1 (phone/email) and
9our uixiates!
products.
shipping
\
Qualified persons must

1

PC/MAC,
include:
design w/AI & PS, handle multiple projects
same time, complete
tasks.
assigned
to:
Resume
info0pecoproducts.co
m or 3812 US Hwy 641
N, Murray. KY 42071.

_fa

Local Mall
Home Delivery
,Capowy)
3 me.--&30.00
3
ino.
$.55.00
6w..
6 me.-.1 yr..---81115.00
yr..--3105.00
ilePKY/114

r

3
6 ase.
1 yr...--.81.20.00

I Check

FULL time website
developer position. Ewebsite,
commerce
layout and back office
programming. HTML,
CSS, ASP.NET (VB)
and database experiEmail:
ence.
employ OautotruckMail
Or
toys corn
Resume:
AutoTruckToys.com,
2814 W. Wood St.,
Paris, TN 38242

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 me.--S75.00
6 ma --SC*
1 yr.--Ma*

Money Order

Visa

M/C

I Name
St. Address
I City
State

__

•••OWNER
FINANCED'•
mobileDoublewide
home with land, updated new paint, dishwasher, 3BR, 2BA gardentub deck, block
110
foundation
Sundance Almo, KY.
$2500 Down. $575
mthly. Ruthie 270-7532222.

FULL time marketing
lead position. Tasks
include creating and
implementing promos
and strategies to help
e-commerce
grow
business to new and
current customer base.
Email:
employ@autotruckMail
Or
toys.com
Resume:
AutoTruckToys.com,
2814 W. Wood St.,
Paris, TN 38242

DISCLAIMER

170-753-6835
270-227-22:9

Help Wonted

Tri-State International Trucks
of Murray is now hiring

Ernie Davis & Sons Mechanical, Inc
1518 East Eleventh Street
Owensboro, KY 42303
(270)926-1350

270
licible Homes For Sie

060

060
Help Wanted

010

to Buy
"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 270753-3633

Articles
For Saie
BEAUTIFUL consolette
piano. With bench,
needs tunning. $800.
270-489-2351 or 270293-2141
FOR Sale
-Small portable charger-$15
-Soda Stream with
can
-George Foreman
Grill-$25
-Electric icecrearn
maker-$25
-Small Toaster Oven$20
Call after 5pm or text
anytime if interested,
Prices firm. 270-2278721

Applintes

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS
605 E South 12th St

(270) 753-1713
Herne Furnishings
ETHAN Allen Butte
Hutch. $875 OBO. Lift
Chain $500 OBO. 270816-4912

Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray,KY 49071
Or call (270) 7534916

For online subscriptions go to:
murrayledger.com
,a

Fir receptionist needed. Must have positive,
upbeat personality, be
creative & willing to
learn. Some duties
include; great computer skills, filing, office
cleaning, & social
media. Send resumes
to PO BOX 1349
Murray, KY.

28R brick. Off street
parking. New floor, new
AC unit. No pets.
$445/month. 270-2936070.
2BR, 1 1/2BA Duplex
for lease in Puryear,
appliances furnished
including washer/dryer,
lawn care. No smoking,
No Pets, References
Required, $675.00 a
$675.00
month,
deposit. Call 731-2475422
2BR, IBA duplex. 270753-0259
Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
1BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Drive
TDD I-800-545-1833 ert 283

iszt

.
equa
Thu IMIIIIIMUR u
appornina, prouder
ark'employer

CLEAN 1BR, 1 1/2
blocks from campus. 1
pet. $245 a month, plus
deposit. References
270-492required.
8069270-970-8412
DUPLEX FOR RENTCardinal Drive in city. 2
BR/1 Bath, Full appliances including stove,
fridge, W/D, AC units.
Water/Sewer/Trash
included. Front and
back yard, Big Kitchen.
lease
Annual
$565/month. 270-9782589.
LARGE 1BR IBA,
C.H.A. Washer and
dryer hookup. 1 1/2
blocks from campus. 1
References
pet.
required. $345 a month
plus deposit. 270-4928069 270-970-8412
NEW apartment in
Hazel. $550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
270-492included.
8211
bedroom
2
NICE
Duplex, appliances NO
pets, 1yr lease. 270227-7414
Nice, Large, Duplex.
2BR, 1.5BA, large utility, with W/D, garage,
$725/mo. $725/dep.
Lynn Grove 270-2271743
NOW LEASING
1,2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 270-759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

OUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECT21
EIL/YING, BUYING, 81./Y1IIIG
Wrecked, running and non-running
autos, batteries, and all aluminum

0
19

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray

LANDSCAPE
NIULCH

i

irRisevy Equine*

Case
48OLL
Backhoe/Loader
$9500 or Best Offer
270-293-5217

2BR 1 1/2BA lake
house. 42 Bankey cove
Buchanan, TN. Call
731-694-7996. $650 a
month, $650 deposit.
Appliances included.
2BR, IBA in North
county. Newly remolded, new refrigerator,
stove, W/D, Dish washer. Dead end street, 1
year lease. $700. 270226-4243 or 731-3634829

1

Residential & Commercial
753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner
Thank you for your business'

D
WORL
BunnessAinson

&limas saies.benchists.mega,s ci Acquisitions
Dean E

Chemy, Managing Director-270-978-9946

Call NICK! PEACH
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!
Houses For Refit
3BR furnished lake
home. No pets.
References required.
$900/month Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
HAZEL. 3BR, brick.
C/H/A. 270-492-8526
Very nice 3BR home.
Appliances and carpets.
No
port.
References required.
Coleman RE 270-7539898

7(.1

Call Nicki Today
270-753-1916
to place your ad
Here!

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

1

i Prop For RIM
rnerIcal
F
Cc[r
i

Commerical Prop. For Rent
111211

Obedience
DOG
APPROXIMATELY
www.glendhenmere.co
4,000 square feet, plus
270)436-2858
or minus. Has water,
gas, electric, & sewer.
Located 643 North 4th
st. $600 a month. No
Pudic Sale
junk dealers. 270-7532041.
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Public Sale
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

Double Shop Bay

(270) 485-6122

410
Public Sale

Selli
Haw:
Six
Re
mad:
ning k
jar.
Wago
ca
Waxf
Ech•
8hp rz
fan on
drill p
weight,
rout
1950'
sa
Crafts
5' lev,
tool b,

VERY nice and spacious. 5BR, 2BA. All
C.H.A.
appliances.
Pets welcome. $900 a
month plus deposit.
1820 Miller St. 270227-3250.

Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266

Saturday, October 10th • 10:00 AM
1501 Hwy 121 North, Murray, KY
Auction held inside at National Guard Armory Building
(always warm or cool and dry, clean bathrooms)
Lots of GOOD Merchandise. Still Opening Boxes.
Come Prepared to spend the day.
Furniture - Glass top table & 4 chairs, Baker's Rack, China
Cabinet, Concrete Flower Pots, Gas Grill, Potable Dishwasher,
Retro Table & Chairs, Marble Top Tables, Glass Top End Table,
Recliner, Shelves, Lamps, Floor Lamps, Kirby Vacuum, Corner
Cab, China Cab, and Much More.

Hours:
Mon, - Fri
8:00-4:00
Saturday,
800-12:00

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

Misc. - Knick Knacks and Figurines, Dishes, Suit Cases,
Cooler, Tread Mill, Alum. Christmas Tree, 100 + Pieces Sandwich
Glass Dishes, painted Trash Cans,Books, Black Americana,
Mickey Mouse Items, and Much Much More.

720 S. 4111 ST.

C

Corner of 121 S. & Glesdals.

AV IS

UAL MATEI AUCTION

IOXIO's & 10x15's
(270) 436-2524

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
.Inside climate control
storage
'Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600.

drawin
#2 di
hp 15.
tilt trail
Terms

All
For
D.
T

Glassware - Sandwich Glass, Carnival Glass', Pink Depression,
Green Depression, Yellow Depression, Homer Laughlin, Speas
Jars (gallon, quart, pins,) Pyrex, and Much More.
Tools - Tools, Drill, Drill Bits, Extension Cords, Shop Vacuums,
Shovels, Rakes, Other Hand Tools,lantems, Coleman Lantern,
Organizers with Contents„ Trimmers, Electric Cord Light, Saw
Horses, Extension Ladder, Metal Shelves, Shelves, microwave
Bunn Coffee Maker, Commercial Bunn Coffee Maker, Stainless
Steel Pots, Wood Planes, Sm Air Compressor, and Much More.

304 NORTH 12TH STREET • MURRAY, KY 42071
Office: 270-761-SALE (7253) or Cell: 270705-4479
Tommy Chavls • Broker/Auctioneer

www.chavisauctions.cons

S'Nr.A16.11r10 AULT4C1CICIOrar
Saturday, October 10th, At 10:00 A.M.
The Culp Estate - Plusair SepowlIcora, KY
From Benton At The Courthouse Take Hwy 408 "East 12th St" East .5 Mile To Hwy
1462 "Benton-Birmingham Rd" Turn Left And Proceed NE 2.7 Miles.... From
Draftenville Take Hwy 68 SE 4 Mlles To Hwy 1462 "Benton-Birmingham Rd" Turn
Right And Proceed SW 1 Mile!
nitesresheall County, Keerkteacky

430

Murray L
Hous
Al) real estate
is subred to
Housing Act,
illegal to ad
nice,
lion based'
or
r
lion to make
ences,
lion
State laws to
in the sale, ren
of real estate
addition to
under federal I
We will know
advertising for
is not in violan
eTsothat allisdwareelli
available on a
nity basis.
For further as:
Housing Adv.
merits, con •
Rene P

Ark 4I1C- orIn One Tract With A Country Home

..r....r.-..-.

Productive Farmland - Woods - Pond
3 Bedroom Frame Home With A Me New Metal Roof
Garage - Outbuildings
Selling With A New Certified Survey!!
15% Down Day Of Auction, Balance In 30 Days - No Buyer's Premium!
< jam wtripaspeteram aelisIs -AIMCIDIFIlrli Few 0ost NilIisC>.
[eritel Prop. For Rent

Zip

I Daytime Ph.

1 OR 2br apts, near
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposi
270-753
required.
4109.

iti

Retail Or Office
Space
109-B N. 3rd Street
1,100 SQ. FT
(Formerly The Red
Bug-retail shop)
270-753-8964

3,700 square foot cornmericial building for
rent. $1,600 a month.
South 4th St. Murray,
KY. 270-759-4979 or
270-293-0251

Highlights: Ford 8N Red Belly Tractor w/Sicie Distributor And Hour Meter • 3 Pt 4'
Cutter •3 Pt Blade • Concrete Mixer • Troy Bill Riding Mower • 2 WTI Triter • Yard Roller
• Gates • Horse Drawn [terns • Sigel Wheels • Cast on Heating Stoves • Iron Kettles •
Power Tools • Hand Tools • Cub Cadet & Troy Bit Weed Eaters & Mete!
1930's "Cobbler's" Shoe Shop Equipment, Many Pieces
,
1998 Lincoln Towncar Signature Series Automobile
From The Home: Well Kept 4 Pc Antique Bedroom Suite • Chltforobe • Singer
Treddle Saving Machine • Army Trunk • Side Tables-- Side Chairs • Collectible 78
Records 'Ashley Wood Burning Stove • Many Nice Old Quilts • Eden Pure Hester •
Granite Top Kitchen Table • Antique Dresser w/Ovel Mirror • Antique Radio's •
Grunow Console Radio • Frigidaire Refrigerator • Like New Over Sized Wider Set
- Sofa, Chair, Table • Books • Glassware • Music Amps • And Much Morel
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALEII

II. CASH
MESKYSEAL
....A
ESTATE_BRCKER
-) 71.5 AUCTIONEER
270 623 8466
FARM.
RC I
j

FANCY
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435

2.6 Acres
on Cyrpre
4BR, 2BA
Basement
Condition
Car Garag:
Drive
All
Walkways
$439,900
4602
460
Homes •

ger & Times

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

REAL ESTATE AUCTION
Wednesday October 14th, 2015 @ 1100 A.M.

Location: 4182 Old Olive Road, Hardin, Kentucky 42048

74e Otepe eo.....et

7,t41,4441.1

e

FREE ESTIMATES
CALL KEVIN

From Atarelir Tate Hwy 402E Then rum
Proosed To Aocaon Site • Post•d!!

Of Hwy

Old Olive Ro Arnri

HOME & SHOP ON 3 +/- ACRES
A 1,228 +/- Sq. Ft. 3Bedroom, I Bath Vinyl Sided
Home & A 32'x32'Shop Building Situated On 3Acres,
Mom Or Less, Of Land On The West Side Of Old Olive Rd.

REAL ESTATE OFFERED AT 11:00 AM! AUCTION HELD ON SITE!
VISIT HARFIISAUCTIONS.COM FOR MORE PHOTOS!

lASA

REAL ESTATE TEMA& 20 44 Dorm Day of Saia Caen Blanca Wesw, 30 Dore. tAate row
:
P.imurn Ali Ba Added To Tne Fina Bad And Incaxesd in Tee
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to • or Sas

ay

34535 lit Ott 41 le.
s

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small
www.hillelectric.com

L—

,

aiwo

800 :18t1 -43 18

tilt

PUBLIC AUCTION

SATURDAY OCTOBER 10TH,2015
10:00 A.M.

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation

A978-9946

Obedience
ndhenmere.co
270)436-2858.

Sale
N Auction
rvice
Auction
ton, KY
705-4859

IldIng
s)
s.
, China
hwasher,
nd Table,
, Corner
pression,
n, Speas
e.
acuums,
Lantern,
ight, Saw
icrowave
Stainless
ch More.
Cases,
Sandwich
ricana,

A.M.
KY
Mile To Hwy
Nes— From
Rd" Turn

Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

Terms of auction Full settlement day of auction with cash or
good check with proper ID. Lunch available.

Not responsible for accidents.
All items are stored off site in a secure location.
For more information and your auction needs contact:

Darrell Beane KY Auctioneer/Sales Associate
TN Atistioneer license #2493 TN Firm #5815
270-435-4420
www.darrellbeaneauctions.com
Terry D Paschall KY Broker/Auctioneer
TN Auctioneer license #6684 TN Firm #5816
460
Homes FM SIM

Munay Ledger itr Times Fai
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is sated to the Federal Fair
Housing Ad, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or discrimination based on race, color, reliporx sex, handicap,familial status or national origin, or intention to make any such prefertakes, hniitations or disdinunalion.
State laws forbid discrimmanon
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law.
We will knowingly accept.any
advertising for real estate whi6
Li not in violation of the law. All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis.
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising reluiremerits, contact NAA Counsel
Rene F. Milani (703)648-1000.

3 BR, 2 Full Bath,
Brick, 1580 sq ft,
Living Area, 1 Owner,
Good Neighborhood,
City Schools
No Smoke or Pet Oder
270-293-8439

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years

Auto Parts

USED TIRES
14. 15, 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
270-753-4461

• Singer
We 78
Heider •
Radlo's •
Wider Set

2.6 Acres Lake Fron
on Cyrpress Creek.
4BR, 2BA with Full
Basement Like New
Condition. Stock 2.5
Car Garage. Carport.
Driveways
&
All
Paved
Walkways
270-293$439,900
4602
460
Mamas For Sale

New 2-4
Bedroom homes In
Riverfleld Estates
SSG Real Property

Professionals
293-7872

'Handyman Services
*Yard Work

1976 Triumph Spitfire
43k miles. Very good
condition. Collector car.
Asking $8,000. 270293-9772

Dave Gnats
- By
,4,-
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%tar
*ibm Anotoorainerlita
"Sale Mew Dnifwall, Pains%
Tito, Flooring. Decks

DeN'T have enough
time to keep your
house or office clean?
Call 270-873-7471.
Over 10 years of experience with great references.

DRYWALL & painting:
no yob too big or
amaitHandyrnan services *a well. Free esti-

FEMALE dog coon
hound mix, 16 months
old, spsyed and updated snots. Roods large

mates. Cell Logan et
270-293-0404.

space to run CAN 270293-1278

ofseselialadk Oisegoent.

..cre•Estetatm
AlIaintwir CfAmitis Ltit

email your ad to

27043449M

classifiedemurrayledger.com

ADULT
Make a Connection. Real People, Flirty Chat. Meet singles right nowt Cat! Livelinks. Try it
FREE. Call now. 1-888-979-2264.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Advertise your EVENT, PRODUCT, AUCTION or RECRUIT an applicant in thia newspaper
plus 85 other newspapers in KY for only $250. Save time and money by making one call for
all! For more information, contact the classified department of this newspaper or call KPS 1502-223-8821, email: sherry Okypress.com

EDUCATIONAL TRAINING
MEDICAL BILLING SPECIALIST NEEDED! Train at home for a career working with Medical
Billing & Insurance Claims! NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED! Online training at Bryan University!
HS Diploma/GED & Computer/interne needed 1-877-259-3880.

•Pressure Washing

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Tnmming
"Removal
•Stump Grinding
•Firewood
•Insured

(270)489-2839
YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2562,
270-226-4504

AIRLINES CAREERS - Get FAA certified Aviation Maintenance training. Financial aid if
qualified - Job placement assistance. CALL now. Aviation Institute of Maintenance 888-2072053.
Gary 270-227-0420
;:1•11:111
•Home Repairs

.1,

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

R.0 Roofing & fencing.
All types of roofs and
MONEY with your own bandmill - Cut IUMfences.
New
and SAWMILLS from only $4397.00 - MAKE &
repair. Prompt service, ber any dimension. In Stock ready to ship. FREE Info/DVD: vnver.NorwoodSawmills.com
16 years experience. 800-578-1363 ext. 300N
270-227-9555 or 731247-5349
FARM/LIVESTOCK

SAVE

1- ..

436-5141 A-AFFORDOUR HUNTERS will Pay Top $$$ To hunt your land. Call for a Free Base Camp Leasing
ABLE Hauling. Clean
info packet & Quote 1-866-309-1507 www.BaseCampLeaseg.com
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

C.:,OSSKOCICIS
Away-aping
• Landscape design & maintenance
• Lawn care(mow,trim and leaf removal)
• Cleanup & outdoor protects

ONBEA
MINI
miCIIIE
ORA
II I
tie

HEALTH SERVICES

•
•
•

ATTENTION: VIAGRA and CIALIS Users! A cheaper alternative to high drugstore prices! 50
Pill Special - $99 FREE Shipping! 100 Percent Guaranteed. Call Now: 1-800-490-2790.

HELP WANTED

•

CAN YOU DIG It? Heavy Equipment Operator Career! We Offer Training and Certifications
Running Bulldozers, Backhoes and Excavators. Lifetime Job Placement. VA Benefits
- ••
Eligible! 1-866-362-6497.

HELP WANTED - SALES
EARN $500 A DAY: Insurance Agents Needed • Leads, No Cold Calls• Commissions Paid
Daily • Lifetime Renewals• Complete Training• Health & Dental Insurance• Life License
Required. Call 1-888-713-6020

SERVICES
DISH NETWORK - Get MORE for LESS! Starting $19.99/ month (for 12 months). PLUS
bundle & Save.(Fast Internet for $15 more/month.) Call Now 1-800-417-8079.
DIVORCE WITH OR WITHOUT children $125.00. Includes name change and property settlement agreement. SAVE hundreds. Fast and easy. Call 1-888-733-7186, 24f7

2417Surveillance•Electricity
Now Have 80 Cemate Control Units

TRUCK DRIVERS HELP WANTED

$12 Witham* Ave.
35 DRIVER TRAINEES NEEDED! Learn to drive for Werner Enterprises! Earn up to 42k
first Year! NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED! Local CDL Training gets you job reedy ASAP! 1877-243-1812.

TRAVIS

ASPHALT

[
ER*Property

9

weekend and evening
cleanings. Call today
for a quote. 270-2270055

270-293-3406
S.J.I property maintenance. Light handy
man work, indoor or
outdoor. Will do landscaping. Will never turn
down a job no matter
how big or small! Plus
we clean gutters and
pressure wash homes
and driveways. We are
licensed and insured.
270-705-8427

P.

Service on all
major brands
licensed & Insured

Experience
Zach 270-873-T700
David 270-227-1106
At ShaVes Hand &Wed

480

4

Jason Hill

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
MI Your Sepne Needy
Installation
Si Ropair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & OhAch
(270)295-114416

Suordsu is a nunittenglanrut pima basin on.SoS girt win
swan alwan nimbus. Tho amiss Is to pica no numbers 1 to
9 In Ow sus* mom so that ascii row /eon column with sem
ad boa owlets re WPM number cry once. Th• Ma"love
alp.Concords &gam Inoressas Worn Monday E Sunray

5

Serving
West Kentucky

Selling the personal property of the late Mr. Ed Holden
Gallimore Electrical Contractors, LLC
Hawes Firearms Co. J.P. Sauer and Sohn 22 cal. Western
Gallimore
Six Shooter pistol, Ithaca Featherfite 16ga pump shotgun,
Electrical Contractors,LLC
Remington model 11-48 20ga auto shotgun, Revelation
made in Brazil 20ga. single barrel shotgun, Schrade skinbassILIslam
ning knife w/ sheath, REd Rider Daisy BB gun, Coke cookie
WWW.GECMURRAY.COM
jar and napkin holder, washboard, ricer, kerosene lamp,
Wagoner 0 cast iron skillet,(2) Griswold 7 cast iron skillets,
(270)759-0890
cake stand, wood cabinet, Waxford punch bowel set,
Waxford bowl and pitcher, elec skillet, stereo, LP records,
III fie
-Trimming
/ Tres
GARY
W
DICK
Echo blower, Craftsman weed eater, yard roller, Troy-Bilt
Removal
8hp rear tine tiller, garden planter, limb trimmer, hand tools, ELECTRIC
•Licensedik Insured
Free Estimates
fan on stand, Craftsman 10" band saw, Dayton 5 speed HD
270-753-TREE
Licensed
&
drill press, tool box and tools, booms, come-a-longs, lead
(8733)
weight, palm sander, work light, hammers, Craftsman router,
Insured
router guide, ext. cords, bench grinder, brace and bits,
MITCHELL
1950's counter stool, fruit jars, Coleman stove, I3&D miter
270-293-3248
BROS.
saw, furniture clamps, match books, slddge hammer,
PAII/NG
Craftsman 1/2" drill motor, swing rack, bolt cutters, bolt bin,
*Asphalt Installation
FRAME'S
5' level, fence stretchers,(3)table vises, Craftsman stack
*Seal coating & stnpinn
TREE
tool big tools, StackrOn tool boxaridtgolst-c-olamps,
•LEensed ins,a cid
SERVICE
drawing
,compound.bow,large brass duck.'iag chains, & DEBRIS REMOVAL
40 yrs expenence
#2 dinner bell and rack,(2) air tank, Craftsman 150psi 1.5
(270)759-0501
• :ensed & Insured
hp 15gal. air compressor, aim. ext ladder, wheelbarrow, 10'
Ron Frame
Oft trailer, scrap metal, 10' gate, 6x10 dog pen, much more.

hollandmotorsales.com

.3 Pt 4'
• Yard Roller
Iron Kettles •

Hill Appliance
Repair

323 Pleasant Hill Drive
ALMO, KY 42020

110IMl 1,01.00
OPPOIRTVoi”

Premium!

759-1151 • 293293-2784

Well Drilling
Well Pump Service HOME and Office
cleaning. Reasonable
Residential &
prices Availability for
Agricultural

Personal Property of the Late Mr. Ed Holden

• la

_

Cenceptts Suelcifte
•weekly & special '
• locally inknedrops1ii4

(270)226-0194

753-9562
C13
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SUDOKU

CLEAN CUT
LAWN SERVICE
LANDSCAPING
MULCHING
LEAF REMOVAL

Thersday, October g, 2015•7

Pa% ing-Scalcinitint!,

Striping
Cr:nig-Dirt-Sand
I I VS I lit '1% IS

270-293-4256

Call Nicki Today
Let me Advertise your...
WALL BUSINESS
OR
HOME FOR SALE
270-753-1916

GARLAND!
RENTAL
-If you've got it we tan store it"
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

APPLY NOW! CDL Drivers in High Demand! Get you CDL Training in 16 days at Truck
America Training and go to world State WIA Grants and VA Accepted. Tuition Financing
Available. 1st yr. avg. $38 - $40,000 per ATA (502)955-8388 or (866)244-3644.
AHHH... HOME SWEET HOME! CDL-A Drts.feral Get Excellent Horne Time, New Equipment.
Respectful Management, Comprehensive Benefits & Competitive Payl Email:
beth_millerObluegrass-scs.com or call (270) 282-0011 x109 today!
AVERITT EXPRESS - Start Pay: 40 to 43.5 CPM + Fuel Bonus! Get Home EVERY Week +
Excellent Benefits. CDL-A req. Recent Tractor/Traller School Grads Welcome. Call Today:
888-602-7440 OR Apply 0 AverittDrivens.com EOE/AA including Veterans and Disabled.
CLASS A CDL FLATBED DRIVERS NEW 389 Pete's *Trucks set 0 70MPH. *Starting pay
up to .41 CPM *Health Ins. •401K *Per Diem Pay •Home Warikands. 800-848-9915 or

www.boydandsons.com
HOME WEEKENDS! $1,000 sign on bonus. Regional flatbed. No tam freight. Excellent pay •
and benefits Owner/Ops welcome. Call 800-554-5661, ext 331. vn•nv.ttxtransport.jobe
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4th & Maple on
Court Square
MON.,TUES.,THURS,
FRI.& SAT. 8AM-4PM
The Yard Sale Lady Baby furniture,
regular funuMre, lamps, shoes, boots,
nice clothing, children's, men's,
women's coats, snow globes, music
boxes, angel & clown collections, duck
decoys & snore, Fhntstone ceiling fans,
pictures, artificial trees, vases, too many
things to mention. Don't pay full price
at retail stores. Come see what I got at
the Yard Sale Lady. PS - any quality
donations greatly appreciated.
801 Broad St.
One block north of Glendale
FRI.(10/9)4 SAT.(10/10)
7AM-3PM
Inside outside estate tag and yard sale

O

1219 Dogwood Dr.
SAT.(10/10) 7AM-2PM
Downsizing. Good stuff no longer
needed. Kitchen and household
items, tables and chain, small kitchen
appliances, ckshes, glassware, books,
bedding. picture frames,TV stand, golf
clubs and more.

o

1713 Wlswell Rd.
O
FRI.(10/9)& SAT.(10/10)
8AM-3PM
Carport sale. 3-piece wood bedroom
suite, nice dress clothes 12-16,casual
clothes I2-3X, shoes, knickknacks,
baby clothes 0-3 months, big propane
tank, tool cabinet, books - paperback
and hard back.

1404 Garland Court
Spring Creek Oaks
FRI.(10/9)7AM-5PM
& SAT.(10/10)7AM-1PM
Multi-family garage sale. Kitchen table
and chairs, bakers rack, bar HOOls,
lawnmower, kitchen misc., men's golf • 2004 Melrose Dr.
clubs (left handed),name brand clothes
Past MHS,turn right on
- mens size MiLeXXL & womens
Melrose, last house on right.
size 6-10, and children clothes, lots of
THURS.(10/8)& FRI.(10/9)
household items.
8AM-1PM
Futcel bed, bicycles, name brand clothes
(men, womens, boy & Os),shoes, and
lots more

.148 Edinborough Dr. W
;
URS.(10/8), FRI.(10/9)
ayne•St
& SAT.(10/10) 7AM-5PM
Nest
National wild turkey federation framed
4
prints, antiques & collectibles, bedding
XL,
&
L
boys
clothes
twin,
&
queen
girls Jr & L, misses M & L, boys sans
29-30; shoes - boys 6, men 9, women 9;
Chnstmas decorations, floor registers,
Murray
furniture - chairs, computer desk,
tables,
seat,
end tables, lamps,love
.Staolm Protar•Std•k•
TV stand,60" writing desk; wicker,
oivoitiBm-St
household, Halloween costumes, toys
sPVal
— 111/
and misc
4
4
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01514 Martin Chapel Rd.
SAT.(10/10) 7AM-7
Cleaning out closets, shop,attic and
garage Something for everyone.
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COUNTY SALES
1144 Highland Rd.
East 94 to 13445. Right 1 1/10 mi to
oval top barn on left
FRI.(10/9)& SAT.(10/10) 8AM-4PM
Barn sale. 40 years of wonder. Building
materials, electric, plumbing,sinks,furniture,
tools, glassware, antiques, household misc.,
books and so much more.

'
880 Crossland Rd.
THURS.(10/8), FRI.(10/9),
SAT.(10/10) 7AM-5PM
Storm door,small TV,Christmas items,
refrigerator - like new.

by Jacqueline Bigar

Horoscope

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, Oct. 9, 2015:
This year you often have extensive dreams. You will want to have more personal time. Some of you will
get into volunteer work, whereas others will opt to kick back and relax. You will move through issues with
ease. If you are single, you are in the process of a change. The person you hook up with now will be very
different from who you choose to date later in the year. Only commit if you are 100 percent sure of your
relationship. If you are attached, the two of you live active lives that do not always intertwine. You need
to make a point of setting aside more time for you as a couple. VIRGO can make an excellent healer for
you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** You'll wake up to a bit of chaos in the morning. Tempers could flare. Try not to sit on your anger.
Much will come out in this short period that could temper your mood and response. Ask for more feedback from a trusted associate. Tonight: Know when to call it a night.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Your creativity might be challenged. Don't worry -- you will find a solution. If you detach, you
will see a hassle from others' point of view. A brainstorming session will open one possibility after the
other. Try not to nix someone else's ideas. Tonight: Take off ASAP.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You could be a lot surer of yourself than you have been in a while. A discussion about what has
been happening needs to be kept private. Your thoughts and discussions will reinforce your focus, as well
as those who live with you. Tonight: A partner demands your attention.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Your sense of direction emerges in a conversation. This quality can manifest on a theoretical level
as well a physical level. Your upbeat attitude has a profound response from those around you. Know that
you are lucky right now. Tonight: TGIF!
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You finally will clear up a money matter that has been bothehng you. You have reason to be
angry, but choose a different time and place to process it. You will make a big difference in what happens
in the future. Tonight: Whatever you do, make it memorable.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** You'll zoom through your day, trying to complete as much as humanly possible. You have a
roughness about you that turns people off. If you see this pattern happening, think about your style of
communication. Avoid sarcasm at all costs. Tonight: Whatever you touch works.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Your enthusiasm comes forth and allows more to happen. You might notice that you have no tolerance for any kind of emotional drama right now. Be clear with others about your terms in order to relate
more effectively. Tonight: Be with a favorite person at a favorite place.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You'll see the role that a friendship plays in your life. Your secretive tendencies often stop people from connecting with you. Try to allow others to see the real you. You might hear some criticism, but
the compassion you draw out will be more authentic. Tonight: Hang with friends.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Others come toward you. A boss might have plans that involve you. Understand what this person wants, and know that you likely will have to carry out any requests that he or she makes. Keep your
opinions to yourself; don't undermine your relationship. Tonight: Till the wee hours.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** News comes in from a distance. You could be taken aback by everything you have to do. On one
hand, you'll be trying to grasp the meaning of what was said. On the other hand, you'll be replaying the
actual words. Focus on the message. Tonight: Tap into your imagination.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** One-on-one relating could take a new twist. You suddenly might find yourself in an argument.
Few people understand the real meaning of your words. Allow a loved one to discuss his or her feelings.
You'll find this discussion to be unusually powerful. Tonight: A quiet dinner.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Try not to make too much out of a personal matter, and do your best to ignore someone's temper flare-up. Relax and do your thing, but don't be surprised if someone invites you to join him or her in
some spontaneous plans. Tonight: Paint the town red.
BORN TODAY
Tony
Singer/songwriter John Lennon (1940), British Prime Minister David Cameron (1966), actor
Shalhoub (1953)

305 Rieman Dr.
FRI.(10/9)& SAT.(10/10) 7AM-4PM
Huge rota-Cola memorabilia collection, Tweety
& Sylvester collection, lots of clothes, lots of
goodies.

1405 Radio Rd.• Almo
FRI.(10/9)& SAT.(10/10)
Housewares, guitars, living-room set, queen size
bed, clothes, MC apparel, MC leathers, camping
items, kitchen table & chairs, and much more.
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The Murray Ledger & Times'Printing and
Post Print Department is growing fast!
We are in need of the following positions:

PRINTING DEPARTMENT:This is a full-time position. Prefer
someone with experience with an offset printing press but will train
the right person.This is a midnight shift. Must be able to stand for long
periods of time, able to climb up and down ladders, able to lift up to
50 lbs.

Ei
I'VE BE
kr•OUT
A YE
•

POST-PRINTING DEPARTMENT: This is a part-time posi
tion with the opportunity to grow into a full time position. This is (1
midnight shift. Must be able to stand for long periods of time, able t()
lift up to 25 lbs.
APPLY AT:
The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Avenue • Murray, KY 42071
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Jacqueline Blgar is on the Internet at www.facquellnebigar.com.
(c) 2015 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Looking Back
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Ten years ago
The Murray Board of Education
has approved 672 applications
from non-resident students who are
attending classes in district schools
for the 2005-2006 school year. The
total is the maximum number of
non-resident students from the
county allowed to attend Murray
Independent schools under an
agreement signed by both districts
in March.
Four generations were present
for Patricia Perkins' 85th birthday
event Pictured are Marcie Judd and
Cody Judd, Pamela Judd, Michael
Perkins. Mrs. Perkins and Miranda
Hamilton.
Pictured are Carolyn Farrell,
Martha Crawford and Jo Crass
with a hand-painted chair that will
be featured in a sales promotion for
the Christmas Bazaar of the
Creative Arts Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
Approximately 30 ladies took
part in the Miller Golf Course
Women's Clinic for the past five
weeks which was conducted by
Clubhouse and Pro Shop manage:
Will Snodgrass and Murray State's
women's golf course Velvet
Milkman. Pictured are Kim
Hopkins, Cathy Young and
Melonie Lowe.
Twenty years ago
The 1995 Calloway County High
School Homecoming Queen Kili
Carson is surrounded by her court
includes
which
Michelle
Boardman, Amy Gibson, Heather
Hutson. Kristen Hokans and
Chanda Dawson.
Senior Stacy Foster was crowned
the 1995 Murray High School
Homecoming Queen Friday night.
Her court included Amberly Vance,
Danielle Glover. Carroll Lane
Christopher and Becky Hubbard.
Pictured is Murray High School
linebacker Jon Bell being chased
by the Fulton City quarterback in
the Tigers 49-0 win.
The Kentucky-Barkley Bas,'N
Gals held their monthly tournament out of Wildcat recently. Top

finishers were Cindy Snicker,
first:
Glynda Black, second and big
bass
and Burnette Ferguson, third.
Hazel Day activities drew large
crowds as visitors participated in
a
variety of events including a street
dance. Hazel Mayor Dan Farris
estimated the annual event drew
about 5,000 people.
l'hirty years ago
Pictured with reading program
director Lin Thurman are the
"Parents and Two's" Story Hour
participants that meet each
Wednesday morning at the Library
annex. Children participating are
Erin Weeks, Clinton Childress,
Brian Klemencie, Alissa Volp,
Candice Veach, John Kopperud,
Lindsey Krause, Emily Thomason,
Erika Trenholm, Timothy Smith,
Crystal Allen and Brian Hopkins.
Murrayans will have the opportunity to view a piece of Americana
next week as the sights and sounds
of the circus will invade the
Murray-Calloway County Park.
The Franzen Bros. Circus will be
in town for two shows on Oct. 15.
Pictured is Peter O'Rourke, third
grade student at Southwest
Elementary with the Philadelphia
76ers' head coach Matt Guokas.
O'Rourke attended the 76ers' basketball camp and was chosen the
Most Valuable Player out of 182
participants.
Forty years ago
Jack Belote, a Calloway County
Public Library trustee for 12 years,
was honored at a dinner given by
the library staff and trustees.
Ronnie Jackson was sworn in as a
trustee by Calloway County Judge
Robert 0. Miller to replace Belote.
Fifty years ago
Mrs. Vernon Shown, soloist and
Mrs. Richard Farrell as accompanist, presented a musical program
at a meeting of the Murray Rotary
Club. They were introduced by W.
Rudolph Howard.
Sixty years ago
Officers of the Murray 4-H Club
are Larry Rhodes, Jimmy Moyer,
Delura.Young and Loretta Culver.
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Whistleblower is dismayed
by lack of official response
DEAR ABBY: I am a widow
in my early 50s. While I was
dating a prominent OB-GYN, 1
found out that he's involved in
criminal activity -- operating a
so-called " ill mill." On our last
date he asked
me to join an
escort service
he was starting.
I notified
the medical
board of the
state
he's
practicing in
and various
Dear Abby government
agencies. It
amazes
me
By Abigail
that he is still
Van Buren
practicing.
He's doing abortions, which means
he has access to vulnerable young
women. Knowing this. I have lost
trust in our medical establishment.
Nothing seems to affect this man's
success and practice.
I have given up and am moving far away. What should I do?
Have I done everything possible?
This is obviously a very difficult
situation for me. I am deeply concerned about his patients. I'm getting therapy now for my trust issues
because of this experience. Is there
anything else I should be doing?
-- MS. X. SOMEWHERE IN THE
USA
DEAR MS. X: Having notified the proper authorities about
this man's activities, you have
done everything you can. The only
thing left is for you to concentrate on healing yourself, and your
therapist can help you with that.
I wish you luck in your recovcry.
000011

DEAR ABBY: I wrote to you
about my 97-year-old mother who
was in failing health. My question was how to notify her outof-state elderly friends with news
of her passing when the time
came. My idea was to use her
address book../Christmas card list

for addresses and then print a
copy of her obituary with a short
message thanking those friends
for their letters, cards and support during her life. You sent me
back a note that positively reinforced my idea.
My mother passed away earlier this year. I mailed the letters
and received a response from
almost every single person. Each
one thanked me for letting them
know the sad news. With your
encouragement, I was able to handle this matter with respect and
dignity. Thank you so much. -GAYLE IN ARIZONA
DEAR GAYLE: You're welcome. I occasionally hear from
readers asking if people I have
advised actually follow my advice.
I'm pleased my encouragement
worked well for you. Thank you
for letting us know.
0•000

DEAR ABBY: My boyfriend
and I have been dating for five
years and have three wonderful
children between us. Now, after
a year of living together, we have
begun to talk about marriage.
We are happy, but we are introverted people and our main focus
at this time is on raising our kids.
This has left us with few friendships and only a couple of close
family members. If we do decide
to get married, I'm worried about
how many people we would be
able to invite or if there would
even be enough people to be in
the ceremony itself. Do you have
any suggestions for this kind of
situation? -- SHY BRIDE IN
KANSAS
DEAR SHY BRIDE: Yes. I
do. A wedding doesn't have to
be big and fancy to be beautiful
and meaningful. That's why I suggest you and your boyfriend be
married quietly in a ceremony
officiated by a justice of the peace
or clergyperson of your choice.
Ask your relatives and close friends
to accompany you while you take
your vows and have a small celebration afterward.

Today In History
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By the Associated Press
Today is Thursday, October 8,
the 281st day of 2015. There are
84 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On October 8, 2005, a magnitude 7.6 earthquake flattened villages on the Pakistan-India border, killing an estimated 86,000
people.
On thia-ilaies.
•In 1869, the 14th president of
the United States, Franklin Pierce,
died in Concord, New Hampshire.
In 1871, the Great Chicago
Fire erupted: fires also broke out
El
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DEAR DOCTOR K: I've read
that we need fluoride for healthy
teeth. But I've also heard that fluoride can be dangerous. Can you
help me sort this out?
DEAR READER: There is no
treatment that doesn't carry some
risk along with the benefit. The
question always is how the benefit compares to the risk.
What's the
risk with fluoride? Curious
young
kids can overdose on fluoride if they
get
their
hands on it.
They might
consume
Dr. Komaroff improperly
stored fluoBy
ride tablets.
Dr. Anthony
Or they might
Komaroff
eat a large
amount of a fluoridated toothpaste, or drink a large amount of
fluoridated mouth rinse.
On the other hand, for most
children and adults, fluoride -- in
appropriate amounts -- is a powerful ally in the fight against tooth
decay. Its benefits far exceed the
risks. And the risks are nil if you
are careful about keeping fluoride out of the reach of young
kids.
Fluoride is a common mineral found in soil, all of the Earth's
water sources, and a variety of
foods, from black tea to fruit juice
to canned crab. Fluoride helps
teeth resist being broken down
by acid from plaque bacteria.
(Plaque is the sticky film that
coats our teeth between brushings.)
Fluoride also boosts the body's
ability to rebuild tooth enamel
when acid-producing bacteria dissolve it. This new enamel is actually harder and more decay-resistant than the enamel on the original surface of the tooth. in addition, fluoride seems to limit the

ability of plaque to stick to the
tooth surface.
Children and adults can help
prevent tooth decay by getting
some fluoride every day. One of
the simplest ways to get fluoride
is by drinking water that contains
it, either naturally or because fluoride has been added to it. Another way is by using toothpaste that
contains fluoride. (Most brands
on the market contain it.)
If you drink mostly bottled
water, check to see if it contains
fluoride. Most brands don't contain enough, and some don't contain any at all. Some home water
treatment systems filter out fluoride.
Most communities in the United States add fluoride to their drinking water. If your community
doesn't, or if you prefer to drink
bottled water, or if your filter
removes fluoride, you may need
to get fluoride from other sources.
As I mentioned, getting a lot
of fluoride can be deadly. But an
adult would need to drink 5,000
to 10.000 glasses of fluoridated
water in one sitting to take in
enough fluoride to be at risk.
Anyone trying to drink that much
water would get sick well before
they got close to drinking that
amount.(Yes, you can make yourself very sick by drinking huge
amounts of pure water, just from
the water.)
A minor drawback to using
fluoride is that it can discolor
tooth enamel. Usually, the discoloration is nearly unnoticeable.
Sometimes, heavier mottling and
brown blemishes occur if parents
use too much fluoride while a
young child's permanent teeth still
are forming in the gum.This unusual situation occurs typically in
small towns that naturally have
more than one-part-per-million
concentration of fluoride in their
drinking water. But staining doesn't affect how the teeth function
or their long-term health.

Hints From Heloise
in Peshtigo, Wisconsin, and in
several communities in Michigan.
In 1890,American aviation hero
Eddie Rickenbacker was born in
Columbus, Ohio.
In 1918, U.S. Army Cpl. Alvin
C. York led an attack that killed
25 German soldiers and captured
132 others in France.
In 1934, Bruno Hauptmann was
indicted by a granti-jusy in New
Jersey for murder in the death of
the kidnapped son of Charles and
Anne Morrow Lindbergh.
In 1945. President Harry S.
Truman told a press conference

Sal)

I'VE BEEN THINKING , WELL,
ABOUT BECOMING
HONEY,
VEGETARIAN, WHAT WILL
DADDY
YOU SAT?

Benefits of fluoride far
outweigh its risks

LOTS OF GOOD STUFF
LIKE TOFU, EDAMAME,
QUINOA AND FAO...

in Tiptonville, Tennessee, that the
secret scientific knowledge behind
the atomic bomb would be shared
only with Britain and Canada.
In 1956, Don Larsen pitched
the only perfect game in a World
Series to date as the New York
Yankees beat the Brooklyn Dodgers
in Game 5, 2-0.
In 1957, the Brooklyn Baseball Club announced it wieweecepting an offer to move the Dodgers
from New ,York to Los Angeles.
In 1967, former British Prime
Minister Clement Attlee died in
London at age 84.

KEEP ON CALLING!
add sugar, water and ice, and enjoy! - Hilda R.,
Dear Readers: Billie N. wrote Hamilton, Ohio
that she was having problems TOILET-CLEANER TROUBLE
with her FRONT-LOAD DRYER.
Dear Heloise: 1 (as well as my husband) have
A piece of material would catch trouble opening bottles and jars. My real struggle
on the door, then twist all around. is opening a bottle of toilet-bowl cleaner. Safety is
She said she contacted customer great, but if 1 can't use it because I can't open it,
service (she did not say if she what a waste of time and money! - Carol F.,
by . ,,wrpte, fmailefl or called). Bil- Waynesville, Ohio
I hear you! I have trouble with this, too. Thy
ea
lie, call, call and call again
•
..-, n
—"fifilfr-S;d1rrY trvr- peg& to went-fig rubbet Ofersrrfr-aSe a damp washcloth
talk with. If you don't get the to help you grip the bottle better. It seems to help
answer you want to your question, hang up, call me get a good grip to hold and turn the lid. back and speak to another representative. - Heloise Heloise
WAX WRAPS
'BEE-ING' SMART
Dear Heloise: When putting something in the
Dear Heloise: I teach outside in a portable building. Bees are an issue, especially during the hotter microwave, to cover it I use lightweight, pre-cut
months. Sometimes bees would fly into the room wax wraps, like those used to pick up baked goods
in a bakery. Paper towels are too absorbent. The
as students entered. Here's how I handled it:
First. I taught my students to stay calm. Then wraps are large enough to cover Most plates or
I closed blinds that were opened. turned off the other microwave containers. I buy them at the memlights and left the door opened. Within seconds, bership club. - Ellen H. in Louisiana
the few bees that entered were able to find their 'SEW' HELPFUL
Dear Heloise: Ti)'
thread a sewing-machine neeway out the same way they had entered! - Angie
dle more easily, spray a dab of hair spray on your
C., Schertz, Texas
/ like your first words to the students; STAY fingers. Pull the thread through two fingers, then
CALM; don't start swatting, screaming or jumping give the thread a fresh cut with scissors. The thread
up and down! Might as well declare war! Some will go right through. - Helen E., Seneca. S.C.
bees, like many insects, are attracted to light. The
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to
open door and sunlight was their yellow brick road
Heloise, P.O. Box 795000. San Antonio, TX .78279out. Good plan! - Heloise
5000. or you can fax it to 1-210-HELOISE or
LEMON ICE CUBES
Dear Heloise: I like fresh lemonade but don't email it to Heloise(at)Heloise.com. I can't answer
like to squeeze lemons each time. I buy several your letter personally but will use the best hints
and squeeze all at once, then put the juice in ice- received in my column.
cube trays and freeze. When frozen. I put them in
(c)2015 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
a sandwich bag or plastic container. For me, one
cube will make a I2-ounce glass of lemonade. Just
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Clinton says jail was 'right thing' for Kentucky clerk
United States, that is your job," Clinton said,
adding that people are free to agitate to seek to
change laws.
Clinton spoke before over 700 people at Cornell
College in Mount Vernon, Iowa, as part of a twoday swing through the leadoff caucus state. She
also pledged to fight for gun control measures,
seek immigration reform and defend the

By CATHERINE LUCEY
Associated Press

MOUNT VERNON, Iowa (AP) — Hillary
Rodham Clinton says that jail was the "right
thing" for a Kentucky clerk who refused to issue
marriage licenses to same-sex couples.
Speaking in Iowa Wednesday, the Democratic
presidential hopeful said Rowan County Clerk
Kim Davis was "treated as she should have been
Affordable Care Act.
treated."
Clinton also criticized the Republican primary
Davis spent five days in jail for defying a court
order and refusing to license gay marriages. field,saying the rhetoric in that contest was reachSeveral Republican presidential candidates have ing a "new low."
vocally defended Davis, including former
"I think we all have to speak up and speak out
Arkansas Gov. Mike Huckabee and Texas Sen.
when they say things," Clinton said. "I've gone
Ted Cruz.
that not just
"People are totally entitled to their private, per- very clearly after the comments
some
of the othTrump,
but
Donald)
(front-runner
sonal beliefs, religious or otherwise, but when you
take an oath to uphold the constitution of the ers have made."•

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

WORK CONTINUES TODAY: City of Murray Public Works personnel are shown
Wednesday afternoon near the intersection of South 12th Street and Story Avenue on the
city's south side. Public Works said Wednesday that this area will be closed to traffic from 7
a.m. to noon today as work continues to install a sewer tap at the site.

III Park Board, interviews...
From Front
for worthy replacements for former director Tab Brockman. He
also indicated that taking a week
to consider what Park Board
members heard from the interviews is also going to prove a wise
idea in the end.
"I've said from the beginning
that this process has moved as fast
as it needs to and I think that's still
holding true. This is a tough decision, though, and I think the one
thing the board is concerned with
right now is to make sure they get
it right," Lovett said. "We have
had a lot of good momentum built
up over the last few years under
Tab and we don't want to back-

slide so that's why taking a week
to think about this probably is a
good thing at this point."
Lovett said the next step will be
for board members to reconvene
at 4:30 pm.this Tuesday, again at
the Miller Conference Center.
Like the meetings of this week,
the board will immediately go into
executive session to discuss the
candidates.
Lovett believes that session will
end with the naming of a new
director.
"I think we'll have one name
agreed on at that time, yes," he
said, reiterating earlier comments
as to his confidence in the board
members."I think this process has

gone very well and the board has
one a wonderful job. They have
really put a lot of time into this
and I believe they're going to
make a decision on someone who
they really believe is right for this
job."
Lovett continued to refuse to
identify any of the candidates,
saying that this is to protect them
from problems that could arise
with current employers. He said,
in some cases, those employers
are not aware of their candidacies.
Lovett also said that all three
candidates seemed to perform
well Monday and Tuesday. He
described them as "different but
the same." IN

Photo provided

SCV HONORS LANTREE: Fort Heiman Camp #1834, Sons of Confederate
Veterans, recently met. Lt. Colonel Mike Lantree recently retired from the US Marine Corps.
was the guest speaker. Colonel Lantree is the new executive director of the National SCV
Headquarters at Elm Springs in Columbia Tennessee.

COUNTRY HAM BREAKFAST
Murray Masonic Lodge #105 F&AM
Hwy. 121 North • Murray, KY 42071

Saturday, October 10,2015•6 a.m.-10 a.m.
Eggs, Cooked to Order, Country' Ham,
Sausage, Biscuits & Gravy and Drink

Please support the
United Way
of
Murray-Calloway
County

"All You Can Eat" —

.00
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Get hard-working performance
and ability on or off the trail.

Gator" Utility Vehicles

www.TennesseeTractor.com

•Up to 62 hp 146.2 kW)'engine • Full-locking, true 4WD system
•Speeds up to 53 mph

• 2 and 4-passenger capacity

3.9%ffir72 months*
on new Gator' Utility Vehicles
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ALAMO

1571 Hwy. 54 N

731-696-5596

BROWNSVIU.E

1280 Anderson Ave

731-772-1200

DYERSBURG

500 Community Park Rd.--

JACKSON

3621 Highland Ave. N.

731-668-8792

MARTIN

8258 Hwy.45 S.

731-587-3824

.731-285-6662

PARIS

3675 Hwy.641 S.

731-642-7080

RIPLEY

595 Hwy. 51 P4..........-..... .............

731-635-9771

SOMERVILLE

11495 Hwy.64

.901-465-9811

TRENTON

2321 Hwy.45 Bypass

_731-855-2123

UNION CITY

1007 Mount Zion Rd

.731-885-0867
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Murray 270-753-6433
Paducah 270-441-0016
Serving all of
Mayfield 270-251-0890
Western Kentucky!
Benton 270-527-0406
www.servallpestcontrol.com Toll Free 1-800-264-1433
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With that score, McDowell became a qualifier for the Leachman
Auto KHSAA Girls
Golf State Tournament,
which begins Friday at
Bowling Green Country Club.

Yeirifiriee

lo

tire
44-earirta;ale

McDowell is scheduled
to tee off at 8:30 a.m.
Friday and will play
with Laura McQueen
of Casey County
and Baylee Salyers of
Russell.
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Sarah McDowell shot
a 5-over-77 during the
KHSAA Girls Golf
Region 1 Tournament
on Sept. 29 at Oaks
Country Club.
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Today's Games
Thursday's Games
AUTO RACING
12:30 p.m.
NBCSN — NASCAR Sprint Cup Cones, Practice.
at Charlotte Motor Speedway
2 p.m.
NBCSN — NASCAR XFINITY Sanas, Practice, at
Concord, N.C.
4:30 p.m
NBCSN — HASCAR XFINITY Series, Practice, at
Concord, NC.
6 p.m.
NBCSN — !OSCAR Sprint Cup Series, Qualifying, at Charlotte Motor Speedway

SPORTS ON TV

Is

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
6:30 p.m.
ESPNU — South Carolina State at
Bethume-Cookman
7 p.m.
ESPN2 — SMU at Houston
8 p.m.
ESPN — Washington at USC
GOLF
6:30 a.m.
GOLF — Butch Masters, Opening-round, at
Buckinghamshire, England
8 p.m.
GOLF — Presidents Cup, Day 2, at Incheon City,
South Korea
MLB
4 p.m.
FS1 — Playoffs, Division Senes, TBA
7:30 p.m.
FS1 — Playoffs, Division Senes, TBA
NA.
7:25 p.m.
CBS, NFL — Indianapolis at Houston
NHL
8 p.m.
NBCSN — Minnesota at Colorado

HOME• AUTO • LIFE

(270)753-4703

1702 Hwy 121 North Bypass
Murray, Kentucky

stuatt alexndi@kytb.com

AREA SCHEDULE

frit371\

Sponsored by

Stuart Alexander

E°1-S3D°a 1j

Today's Games
PREP BOYS SOCCER
7 p.m.
Calloway County at Paducah Tilghman
Christian County at Murray High
PREP GIRLS SOCCER
7 p.m.
Murray High at Logan County
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badly that everyone is tied up in
a tizzy. Everybody is wound up
in such a tight ball because they
want to win bad that they can't
win for losing. The bottom line
is that we have to relax ... a team,
as a program ... and 1 think good
things will happen to us."
Murray State found itself in
a tight sitaution last Saturday
at Southeast Missouri, where
the Racers gained 535 yards of
total offense, but broke done on
high-pressure plays. MSU went
3 of 15 on third down, 1 of 4 on
fourth down and was 2 of 5 on
trips inside the red zone.
The result was a 27-10 loss
to the Redhawks at Houck Stadium.
Senior Jeremy Harness set a
new school record Saturday, by
recording his fifth consecutive
game of 100-plus yards receiving. The previous record of four
was held by a pair of Racers in
Marcus Harris from 2010 and
Walter Powell from 2012. Harness finished the game with 117
yards on 12 catches.
The Governors have lost 10
straight games since defeating
the Racers 20-13 in Clarksville,
Tenn., last season. That victory
is the only one Austin Peay head
coach Kirby Cannon has posted
as an NCAA Division I skipper.
Eastern Illinois thumped the
Governors 40-16 last Saturday
in Clarksville.
Austin Peay is currently averaging 9.8 points on 227.2 yards

Thursday,October 8,2015
NCAA FOOTBALL

.
1 yv

diced&

per game, while allowing 43.6
point on 488.0 total yards per
game. Austin Peay's offense
currently leans slightly towards
the run with an average of 121.0
yards on the ground per game,
while also averaging 106.2 yards
per game in the air.
Trey Taylor serves as QB for
Austin Peay and is 70-for-132 on
the year for 531 yards with three
touchdowns and three interceptions. His leading target this
year has been Jared Beard who
has 162 yards on 19 catches with
one touchdown. On the ground,
Kendall Morris leads the way
with 57.8 yards per game for a
total of 289 yards on 63 carries.
Defensively, Roderick Owens and Damien Whitfield lead
the team with 29 tackles with
Whitfield adding 1.0 tackles-forloss and Owens coming up with
an interception and four pass
breakups. Nicholis Matiere-Bey
has so far come up with Austin
Peay's lone sack of the season,
while also leading the team in
tackles-for-loss at 5.0.
NOTE: As part of the homecoming festivities, the 1995 &
1996 OVC Championship MSU
football teams will be honored
Friday and Saturday for the
20th anniversary of the 1995
title. Houston Nutt, head coach
of both teams, and members of
those teams will be honored at
halftime and will also be available for a media Q&A from 12-1
p.m. in Tent City.•

•

GameDay

K/CKOFF: 3 pm. Saturday at Roy Stewart Stadium.
T}IIS SEASON: Austin Peay,0-5 overall, 0-2 Ohio Valley; Murray State, 1-4 overall, 0-2 Ohio Valley.
LAST WEEK: Austin Peay lost to Eastern Illinois 40-16; Murray State lost to Southeast Missouri 27-10.
LAST YEAR: Austin Peay defeated Murray State 20-13 on Oct. 18,2014, in Clarksville, Tenn.
ALL-TIME SERIES: Murray State leads Austin Peay, 33-14.
COACHES: Austin Peay, Kirby Cannon (36-114 overall, 1-28 at APSU); Murray State, Mitch Stewart (1-4
overall, 1-4 at MSU).
POINTS SCORED-ALLOWED: Austin Peay, 49-218; Murray State, 137-179.
TOTAL YARDS GAINED-ALLOWED: Austin Peay, 1,136-2,440; Murray State, 2,404-2,502.
RUSHING YARDS GAINED-ALLOWED- Austin Peay,605-1,043; Murray State, 578-976.
PASSING YARDS GAINED-ALLOWED:Austin Peay, 531-1,397; Murray State, 1,826-1,526.
RUSHERS (Att.-Yds.-TD): Austin Peay (Kendall Morris 63-289-2, Trey Taylor 44-101-2, Jule Pace 1-50-0,
Julian Franklin 14-48-0, Otis Gerron 16-41-0, Justin Roberson 19-38-0, Taye Davis 32-32-0, Rashaan
Coleman 2-11-0, Nolan Chowbay 1-1-0); Murray State (Roman Clay 63-335-3. Nick Taylor 34-195-1, KD
Humphries 41-64-2, Marcus Holliday 5-15-0, Chris White 2-0-0, TEAM 1-(minus-1)-0, Pokey Harris 1-(minus-1)-0, Jeremy Harness 1-(minus-10)-0, Paul Rice 1-(minus-19)-0).
PASSERS (Cmp.-Att.-Yds.-TD-Int.): Austin Peay (Trey Taylor 70-132-531-3-3, Nolan Chowbay 0-1-0-0-0);
Murray State (KD Humphries 161-240-1,824-11-5, Houston Hartz 1-2-2-0-0).
RECEIVERS (Rec.-Yds.-TD): Austin Peay (Jared Beard 19-162-1, Wesley Thomas 18-127-0, Rashaan
Coleman 11-121-2, Juwan Davis 7-53-0, James Coleman 3-19-0, Jermer Braswell 3-17-0, Justin Roberson 3-12-0, Trey Salisbury 2-7-0, Jim Irwin 1-9-0, Taye Davis 1-5-0, Mittel Ballard 1-2-0, Otis Gerron
1-(minus-3)-0); Murray State (Jeremy Harness 45-607-3, Paul Rice 35-361-1, Janawski Davis 22-321-5,
Jesse Blackburn 11-107-0, Dominique Rhymes 10-141-0, Roman Clay 10-68-0, Nick Taylor 9-53-1, Drew
Rutland 7-47-0, Zech Shipley 5-6-0, Pokey Harris 4-84-1, Mitch Stubs 3-18-0, Jordon Gandy 1-13-0).
DEFENDERS (Tackles-Sacks-Int.-FR): Austin Peay (Roderick Owens 29-0-1-0, Damien Whitfield 29-0-00, Malik Boynton 27-0-0-0, Donovan Jackson 21-0-0-0, Devon Jones 21-0-0-0, Antonio Turner 21-0-0-0,
Benedict Louis 21-0-0-0, Nicholls Matiere-Bey 19-1-0-0, Adam Noble 17-0-0-0, Zech Stuart 16-0-0-0,
Demarion Allen 16-0-0-1, Jule Pace 13-0-0-0, Gino Roberson 12-0-0-1, James Bond 11-0-1-0, Jeremiah
Mitchell 11-0-0-0, Tyler Schneider 10-0-0-0, DeKeivis Perry 10-0-0-0. Gunnar Scholato 10-0-0-0, Byron
Carver 9-0-0-0, Mikhail Creech 8-0-0-0, Kyran Moore 8-0-1-0, David Wall 6-0-0-1, Dontavious Fort-Merriweather 5-0-0-0, John Houston, Jr 4-0-0-0, Corey Teague 4-0-0-0, Brandon Johnson 4-0-0-0, Hunter
Lane 3-0-0-0, Isaiah McDaniel 3-0-0-0, Jarrett Giacchino 1-0-0-0, Evan Toby 1-0-0-0, LaMarcus Boales
1-0-0-0, Taylor Parris 1-0-0-0, TEAM 1-0-0-0, Juwan Davis 0-0-0-1); Murray Slate (Toby Omli 36-0-0-0,
DeOuinten Spraggins 35-0-1-0, Jonathan Jackson 33-0-0-0, Joey Cicoria 33-1-0-0, Jalen Harrington 282-0-1, Marquez Sanford 23-0-0-0, DeAndre Cooper 21-0-0-0, Demetrius Mason 20-1/2-0-0, St. Pierre
Anilus 18-1-0-0,Zech Dean 18-2-0-0, Dylan Boone 18-0-0-1, Bishop Woods 17-1/2-0-1, Elijah Daniel 16-2
1/2-0-0, Bernard Thomas 14-0-0-0, D'Montre Wade 11-0-0-0, Shawn Samuels-Connell 11-0-1-0, Thomas
Chapman 8-1/2-0-0, Lamont Crittendon 6-0-0-0, Demetric Johnson 6-0-0-1, Quincy Williams 4-0-0-0.
Felon Felton 4-0-0-0, John Moms 3-0-0-0, T-Ray Malone 2-0-0-0, Kendarian Jennings 2-0-0-0, Warren
Conway 2-0-0-0, John Welsh 2-0-0-0, Doug McWhorter 2-0-0-0, Colin Fnckey 2-0-0-0,Zuri Elrington 1-00-0, Carson Greifenkamp 1-0-0-0, Was Drewery 1-0-0-0, Roman Clay 1-0-0-0, Pokey Hants 1-0-0-0, Paul
Rice 1-0-0-0, Cedric Jones 1-0-0-0, Rashad Johnson 1-0-0-0, Silas Owens 0-0-0-1).

AUSTIN PEAY AT MURRAY STATE

TAB BROCKMAN / MSU Sports Information
Murray State's Corey Gammon holds up teammate Janawski Davis
after Davis scored a touchdown against Tennessee Tech on Sept. 26
ar Roy Stewart Stadium. The Racers, who will celebrate Homecoming
2015 on Saturday, take on Austin Peay at 3 p.m

Racers face Governors at Homecoming
BY JEFF ARENZ
Sports Editor
A pair of struggling Ohio Valley Conference football teams
will meet at 3 p.m. Saturday,
when Murray State hosts Austin
Peay in its homecoming game at
Roy Stewart Stadium.
The Racers (1-4 overall, 0-2
OVC)and Governors (0-5,0-2)
are both tied for the basement
in the league standings. Both
squads are seeking to build the
momentum that will lift them
higher on the OVC ladder.
"I'm still really excited about
this football team because I believe we still have a really good
football team," MSU head coach
Mitch Stewart said."There are a
lot of great players on this team
and there are a lot players who
are passionate about what they
do. There are a lot of guys here
who care about improving and
improving this program. It's a
work in progress and I knew that
when I took the job."
Stewart believes the Racers
have been putting forth so much
effort that they have been trying
a little too hard.
"I want to tell all of our fans
that we have it figured out,"
Stewart said. "For everyone
who follows this program, this
is what is going on right now.
We have a bunch of players,
coaches, fans and media-related people involved with this
program who want us to win so
• .1
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Cypress Springs
Restaurant
"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"

ONLY THREE WEEKENDS LEFT!
Closed Weekdays

Friday, Saturday & Sunday 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
NOW SERVING FROG LEGS!!!!

'

270-436-5496

Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
Located Approx 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
www.cypressapringaresort.com
Still Owned & Operated by the Williams Family
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NCAA VOLLYBALL: MURRAY STATE 3, AUSTIN PRAY 0

DAVE WINDER / MSU Sports Information
Murray State's Olivia Chatman attempts to hit the ball against Austin Peay during an Ohio Valley Conference match Wednesday at Racer Arena. MSU swept the Lady Goys 3-0.
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SHEETS

Calloway County
School District

Earlena Sheets shot a
6-over 78 during the
KHSAA Girls Golf
Region 1 Tournament
on Sept. 29 at Oaks
Country Club.

With that score, Sheets
became an individual
qualifier for the Leachman Auto KHSAA
Girls Golf State Tournament, which begins
Friday at Bowling
Green Country Club.

Sheets is scheduled to
tee off at 8:48 Friday
and will play with LPLi
Gibson of Whitley
County and Bailey
Hubbard of Clay
County.
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in the win. Lelm also had a team-best
two aces. Besselsen added 11 kills of
her own, while Taylor Olden chipped
in with eight.
As a team, the Racers out-hit the
Governors (5-14, 0-4 OVC) .283 to
.177 and also had six service aces to
APSU's two. MSU also had a 6-5 advantage in blocks on the night as well.
Sam Bedard was stellar from her
setter position in the sweep,finishing
the night with 45 assists and also recorded her ninlh double-double of the
season as she added 11 digs. Ellie Lorenz added a team-high 14 digs from
her libero spot and is now just 11 digs
shy from becoming the 16th member
of the 1.000-dig club in MSU history.
With the win, the Racers extended their home winning streak to 12
matches, two shy of tying the program record of 14 set back in the
2002-03 seasons. MSU will look to
extend the streak to 13 when Eastern
Illinois comes to town Friday for a 7
1:19:1lAa,(t.11(Id!M4214144
p.m. match.

Racers overcome
Lady Govs' effort
Staff Report

Kristen Besselsen, Scottie Ingram
and Alyssa Lelm all recorded double-digit kills Wednesday night as the
Murray State volleyball team opened
its 2015 home slate with a three-set
sweep over Austin Peay. Set scores
went 25-16.25-21 and 27-25.
The Lady Goys provided a stiff
the Racers with challenge in all three
games.
"Well, credit Austin Peay, they
came out of the break and were extremely determined to get back into
the match," Murray State head coach
David Schwepker said."They played
really well in that third set and really pushed us. Our girls needed to
respond in order to come back, and
that's what they did. They were able
to do it."
Ingram led the Racers (14-1, 4-0
OVC)with 14 kills and hit .344, while
Lelm was one off of her season-best
with 13 lills and hit a team-high .478

7
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BEDARD

:jA

She averaged 12 assists
per set as the Racers
began the OVC season
with sweeps over
Southeast Missouri and
UT Martin. Against
the Redhawks, Bedard
tallied 43 assists and
added 10 digs for her
eighth double-double
this year. In the win
against UTM,Bedard
recorded 29 assists,
nine digs and four kills.
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this go-around.
Although Hodge wouldn't adthe motions and just hope to get mit to taking it easy during the fall
better? They have to decide that for break, he would say this: "We're
themselves. We've got to quit hop- taking time to heal."
ing and put it into action," Hodge
For now, the Tigers focus lies
said.
from within, while Webster CounIf the Tigers were banged up ty preparations will begin promptly
heading into week 7 last season, next Monday. NI
they'll arguably be at their healthiest

From Page 5
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include a double dosage at quarterback. Grant Carter and Drew Skinner pose as Webster County's two
quarterback threats. However, they
also pose as their top rushing threats.
Carter is 14 of 26 passing on the
season, while Skinner is 12 for 34
passing. Carter is also second on the
seam with 130 yards rushing, while
Skinner is first with 220 yardsin
2015.
If forced to go the aerial route,
Carter and Grant have Clayton Oliver as their top wideout with 289
yards. The Lakers will have to stop
those three names because Skinner,
Oliver and Carter have combined for
80 of the 107 points scored through
six games for the Trojans.
CCHS may have to once again
try the rushing attack as well. The
Trojan defense has allowed 1,237
yards rushing through six games.
"I feel like our first two practices this week have been sharp. Every
game we go into, we expect that we
can win if we do our jobs and win
convincingly. This group of guys
never gets satisfied. They stay hungry and that's what I enjoy about
this group. They want it so bad,"
Garrison said.
We'll see how deep the hunger
goes for these 3-3 Lakers. Kickoff is
set for 7 p.m. at Webster County.•
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may sit out Friday night due to a
sore right quad.
With the chance to pose their first
With Jeramaiah Malone at the
winning record since 2012,the Lak- helm (568 receiving yards this seaers have had to deal with the chal- son) and Stetson settling into the
lenges of a Fall Break, but they've Lakers scheme (86 of 186 passkept their focus on one ideal during ing),the Lakers are primed for their
two morning practices: Become fourth straight victory, which would
be their longest winning streak since
consistant.
"Every phase of the game we 2008, when they reeled off eight
want to be consistent," Garrison straight.
In a fortunate twist of events,
said."We can allow no gifts like we
gave to Hopkins County Central last Calloway County posted more rushweek.This should be our most solid ing yards than passing yards for the
performance of the season. We've first time this season last Friday,
put together several good quarters with 248 rushing yards to 109 passand good drives, but we have yet to ing yards.
have that one game where we're in
"It goes to show that we've got
sync the entire way. But that's what an unselfish team. We're figuring
we're striving for. Against a team out what the defense is giving us.
like Hopkinsville in two weeks, Cole wants to sling it 50 times a
that's what it's going to take," Gar- game, but he knows that we're gorison said.
ing to roll with whatever suits us.
The Lakers head into Week 8 Ben Yong has been working hard
mostly healthy. Jacob Bellah seems on the scout team in JV. He starts
to be ready to go on defense, but Ja- on special teams and he's another
cob Freidrich, Calloway County's young man who just works hard,"
second-best receiver with 326 yards Garrison said.
Defensive coordinator, Dylan
Sonnek has the Lakers playing inspired ball to a level that hasn't been
seen out of the program in some
time.
Webster County expects to run
the ball predominantly, but the curwww.murrayledger.com
veball thrown to the Lakers could

From Page 4
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Sam Bedard has been
named the ADIDAS
Ohio Valley Conference Setter of the Week
for the third straight
week and has been
honored for the fourth
time overall in 2015.
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BY DAVE WINDER
MSU Sports Information

hundreds of photos. All-America selections and academic award winners
are also highlighted.
Murray State Athletics has a new
The Murray State Athletics Hall of
home to showcase its greatest of the Fame also has a prominent place in
great after the recent opening of the the Burton Family Hall of ChampiBurton Family Hall of Champions.
ons.
Located at the front of the CFSB
Ringing the room of the facility,
Center, the Burton Family Hall of there are sections that highlight the
Champions highlights the greatest in- history of each Murray State sports
dividuals and championship teams in program. An additional area of great
Racer history.
moments brings attention to special
The Burton Family Hall of Cham- accomplishments and the dates they
pions became reality after a generous occurred.
gift from former Racer football playThe Burton Family Hall of Chamer and MSU alumni Dr. Bob Burton. pions has 3,200 square feet of display
"The Racers have won many cham- space where championship trophies
pionships, hoisted many trophies and other unique memorabilia items
and hung many banners," said Mur- are showcased. The 2016 class will
ray State Director of Athletics Allen be inducted in February.
Ward."But for a program as rich in
The Burton Family Hall of Chamtradition as ours, we've never had a pions will be open for visitors three
place to adequately tell our story. But hours before every Murray State
now we have a place and we're hon- home football and men's basketball
HALEY HAYS / MSU Sports Information
ored to call it the Burton Family Hall game. Visits can also be arranged
by appointment by calling the CFSB Murray State University President Dr. Bob Davies, second from left, cuts a yellow ribbon to
of Champions."
Ward said Murray State benefits Center ticket office at (270) 809- signify the opening of The Burton Family Hall of Champions at the CFSB Center. The museum,
which showcases the history of MSU Athletics, will be open from noon to 3 p.m. Saturday.
3000.
from the generosity of its graduates.
Admission to the Burton Family
"We're fortunate here at Murray
State to have people like Dr. Bob Hall of Champions is free.
Dr. Burton is a 1962 graduate of
Burton. People who not only love
this university, but give back in many Murray State College and holds a
ways," Ward said. "I will be forever Master of Arts degree. He is a recipgrateful to Dr. Burton and his family ient of two honorary doctorates from
for this generous gift."
Murray State University and the UniDr. Burton played for the Racers in versity of Connecticut.
the 1960's, when he was an outstandDr. Burton has been recognized by
ing student-athlete that excelled on Murray State University as the first
recipient of the Distinguished Alumthe field and off it.
"My family and I are very proud to nus and Golden Horseshoe awards
support my alma mater," Dr. Burton from the MSU Alumni Association,
said."Without a Murray State football as well as the school's Distinguished
scholarship. I would not have been Achievement Award from the Arthur
able to attend college. Murray State J. Bauemfeind College Of Business.
University was very good to me and He is also a member of the Racer
gave me a platform to be successful Athletics Hall of Fame. At Murray
in football and provided the discipline State, Burton was an All-Ohio Valley
and necessary skills to be successful Conference football player in 1960
in business. We are very pleased to be and was drafted by the San Francisco
able to assist the university with this 49ers.
Dr. Burton has a long and distingift in order to complete The Button
guished career in business. He is curFamily Hall of Champions."
The attractions of the Burton Fam- rently Chairman and Chief Executive
ily Hall of Champions are many, in- Officer of the Stamford,Conn.,based
cluding four interactive touch screens Cenveo, Inc., which is an internawhere faiis can browse videos, photos tional leader in the printing and pubAlike( hold (5 lei
(;10.44,111
and articles. For example, some of lishing industries and has more than
the great Racer moments include vid- 100 facilities located throughout the
(inn
21)1 S. I hird St., 1IurrA, I•1 • 270-7:1-2411 • ix ix tx.lhejlik hut(
eo of NCAA Tournament games and world.•

Hall of Champions opens at CFSB Center
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GameDay

The Murray High Tigers approached practice on Monday
afternoon with their bye-week in
full swing. After yet another winnable game that slipped through
the cracks late, the Tigers now
have two weeks to think about it.
What happened at War Memorial Stadium last Friday could have
been prevented. All that the Tigers
can control now,though,is how to
make sure it doesn't happen again.
The variables seem obvious in
solving the equation...fix the five
turnovers. The Tigers (4-3) won't
see a team like Mayfield again until the playoffs if the two are starcrossed, so they'll have to spend
the next three weeks taking it out
on the struggling Webster County
(1-5), an upstart Ballard Memorial (4-2) and Paducah Tilghman
(4-3). Howevei', second year head
skipper Keith Hodge said that the
focus,at least for the time being,is
straight into the mirror.
"We're focused on us. We're
focused on our fundamentals and

BY BRYCE RUDD
Sports Reporter
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PREP FOOTBALL

CALLOWAY COUNTY AT WEBSTER COUNTY

THIS SEASON: Murray State, 4-3 overall, 0-1 Class 2A, District 1.
LAST WEEK: Class 2A No. 7-ranked Murray High lost to Class 2A No. 1-ranked Mayfield 17-7.
COACH: Murray High, Keith Hodge.
POINTS SCORED-ALLOWED: Murray High 200-115.
TOTAL YARDS GAINED-ALLOWED: Murray High 2,274-1,577.
RUSHING YARDS GAINED-ALLOWED: Murray High 1,760-750.
PASSING YARDS GAINED-ALLOWED: Murray High 514-827.
RUSHERS (AtL-Yds.-TD): Murray High (Andrew Pajor 88-547-3, Des'Jahvonni Miles 83-403-7, Isaiah
Tucker 45-328-3, Miles Malik Britt 15-123-1, Peyton Glynn 10-85-2, Casey Wilson-Ward 8-76-0, Sam
Palmer 7-52-1, J.D. Cashion 7-32-0, Michael Parks 10-11-0, Victor Hudspeth 3-9-0, John Seargent 5-2-1,
Tre Hornbuckle 1-2-1, John O'Brien 1-0-0).
Jo
,htn .
.a.
rge
PASSERS(Cmp.-AtL-Yds.-TD-Int): Murray High (Des'Jahvonni Miles 31-71-514-6-i3,.,
0-0-1).
RECEIVERS (Rec.-Yds.-TD): Murray High (Ethan Clark 5-53-0, Mak Britt 6-179-0, Isaiah Tucker 5-150-1,
Andrew Pajor 5-27-0, Jumonte McClure 4-4O-2, Peym cilynn
Jordan Boyd 1:20-,1),

2015 MURRAY HIGH STATISTICS

DONNIE PASCHALL / Ledger & Times
Murray High's Isaiah Tucker runs with the ball while teammate Tre
Hornbuckle blocks for him during a Class 2A District 1 game against
Mayfield last Friday at War Memorial Stadium in Mayfield. The Cardinals defeated the Tigers 17-7.
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they very well could have con- and they're taking on their respon- no receiving yards on one pass requered. Mental mistakes against sibilities. We're anchored around ception and Tucker was held back
Graves County and Mayfield these guys. That's a good thing. I as well with only one reception
could very well be the difference knew it would take a while with so for eight yards, which makes this
in being 4-3 and being 6-1.
many new faces,but they're really next statistic stand out even more.
"We've got an opportunity to starting to gel and come together 20 of their 29 touchdowns scored
have been courtesy of the run
get better these next couple of defensively," Hodge said.
The offense, granted the turn- game. With Tucker and Pajor each
weeks before the playoffs. Our
players are taking it pretty well. overs, has still been immensely fumbling in a rushing attempt,
They know this was the second productive. Andrew Pajor con- Hodge knows that if they are gogame this year that we gave away tinues to be solid on the ground, ing to continue to rely on the run,
next to Graves County. If they fix leading the team with 547 rushing the ball security has to get tightthose mental mistakes, then we're yards on the season. Right behind er...much tighter. It boils down to
looking at one loss instead of him? Isaiah Tucker (328 rushing taking care of the football and, if
yards) and quarterback Des'Jah- the Tigers plan on going up from
three," Hodge said.
Despite the layoff, the play- vonni Miles (403 rushing yards) here,the turnovers will have to go
ers have taken into account their are right there with him in rushing down...way down. Only one of
Mayfield's scores was produced
faults from Friday's loss and seem yardage on the year.
Hodge even noted that the without the aid of a Murray High
to have made the proper mental
practices this week have been turnover.
adjustments on the practice field.
The mindset of this three-day
The defense for the Tigers has used to further construct routes
been anything but disappointing that will open up Miles to rush the practice week will make all the
difference in developing the Tior under achieving, though. The ball more than usual.
After going 7 of 16 with 59 ger team the fans will see the final
Cardinals saw only one first-down
in the entire first half, after Tre yards passing against Mayfield, a three weeks of the season.
"Are we going to come out
Hornbuckle, John Obrien, C.J. few more running plays may be
Dickerson and the rest of the Mur- the spark that ignites Miles down focused and ready to get better,
ray High defense forced four con- the final three-game stretch of the or are we going to go through
secutive three-and-out's.
season.
Jumonte McClure was silent
"I think the defense is starting
to understand their roles as a unit against the Cardinal defense, with
•See Page6
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KICKOFF:7 p.m. Friday in Dixon.
THIS SEASON:Calloway County, 3-3 overall; Webster County, 1-5 overall.
LAST WEEK: Calloway County defeated Hopkins County Central 47-12; Webster County lost to Ballard
Memonal 56-14.
COACHES: Calloway County, Mickey Garrison; Webster County, Ben Gore.
POINTS SCORED-ALLOWED: Calloway County 155-149; Webster County 107-229.
TOTAL YARDS GAINED-ALLOWED: Calloway County 1,606-1,833; Webster County 1,181-1,744.
RUSHING YARDS GAINED-ALLOWED: Calloway County 367-976; Webster County 585-1,237.
PASSING YARDS GAINED-ALLOWED: Calloway County 1,239-857; Webster County 596-507.
RUSHERS (Att.-Yds.-TD): Calloway County (Chandler Cain 55-155-5, Dareios Stribling 20-133-1, Cody
Orr 11-60-0, Ben Yong 4-37-0, Nick Manning 9-14-0, Jacob Beller) 4-13-1, Jacob Friedrich 2-10-0, Brady
Schaaf 2-7-0, Aaron Aster 1-1-0, Jeremaiah Malone 3-(minus-1), Cole Stetson 37-(minus-62)); Webster
County(Drew Skinner 70-220-5, Grant Carter 47-130-3,Peyton Yates 26-87-0, Jacob Keown 7-76-1, Dylan
Rich 27-51-0, Clayton Oliver 21-33-1, Jadon Holloway 4-12-0,Jonte Lindle 6-1-0,Trevor Whitledge
PASSERS (Cmp-Att.-Yds.-TD-Int.): Calloway County (Cole Stetson 86-186-1,239-10-7); Webster County
(Drew Skinner 12-34-296-3-4, Grant Carter 14-26-198-1-1).
RECEIVERS (Rec.-Yds.-TD): Calloway County (Jeremaiah Malone 34-568-1, Jacob Friedrich 27-326-2,
Kevin Robertson 9-183-5,Cody Orr 9-133-1); Webster County (Clayton Oliver 11-289-2, Dylan Rich 5-43-0,
Jonte Lindle 4-89-1, Peyton Yates 3-90-0, Drew Skinner 3-37-0, Jonathan Wilson 2-42-1, Grant Carter
1-10-0).
DEFENDERS (Tackles-Int.-FR): Calloway County (Colby Culver 44-0-2, Chandler Cain 39-0-1, Colton Cox
37-0-1, Jacob Bellah 32-2-0, Josh Efinger 32-0-1, Nick Manning 29-11, Jeremaiah Malone 25-5-0,Adam
Grosz 25-0-0, Jacob Friednch 20-4-2, Jordan Norsworthy 18-1-0, Ire Daniel 16-0-0, Aaron Rister 16-0-0,
Raymond Perez 10-1-1, Ben Yong 6-0-0, Gage Phillips 5-0-0, Aaron Rogers 2-0-0, Darieos Stribling 2-0-0,
Hunter Harness 1-0-0, Cody Orr 1-1-1, Dylan Bell 1-0-0, Johnny Bennett 1-0-0, Robert Franco 1-0-0, Gabe
Walker 1-0-0, Kevin Robertson 0-0-1); Webster County (Peyton Yates 40-0-0, Jonathan Wilson 37-0-1,
Trevor Whifiedge 36-1-1, Cory Springfield 29-0-0, Clayton Oliver 25-0-0, Grant Carter 24-0-0, Jonte Lindle
23-0-0, Drew Skinner 21-0-1, Cody Glassco 20-0-0, Jeremiah Welton 18-0-1, Dylan Rich 17-0-0, Logan
Townsend 11-0-0, Ty Jones 9-0-0, Blake Thomas 6-0-0, Keegan Blake 6-0-0, Drake Villines 5-0-0, Hunter Guinn 4-0-0, Bryce Johnson 4-0-0, Jacob Keown 4-0-0, Ronald Conley 3-0-0, Tyler Hill 3-0-0, Jadon
Holloway 3-0-0).

what we like to do on both sides of
the ball and how we do it," he said.
"Instead of worrying about who
we're playing in a week, we've
got to continue to work on how we
do things. We'll let Friday night
take care of itself, but next week
we'll look at Webster County and
what they like to do on both sides
of the Ball. Practices have been
good. We're getting in three good
days of practice and we'll get stuff
done, but we'll worry about next
weeks game next week."
The Tigers will take Thursday and Friday off before hitting
it hard next Monday, literally, as
they prepare for their October 16th
matchup against Webster County.
"We're going to try to simulate getting hit more. That's what
it boils down to. It's hard to beat
up on your own players in practice so we're going to implement
some drills where we get hit more
when the ball is in our hands. We
played really hard, but we have to
be mindful of the small things,"
Hodge said.
For the second week, this season, Murray High lost to a team

Tigers focus on self reflection in bye week

tional tactics of first-year head at 155 rushing yards.
coach Mickey Garrison, the
"He's a freshman that's been
poise of quarterback Cole Stet- in-and-out of the lineup," Garrison, or the recent discovery of son said of Stribling. "He's been
a running game, the Lakers will getting more JV time than anytake what they've earned with thing. He had a good JV game
pride.
in his last outing. So, we knew
"We needed that win," Gar- we were going to give him some
rison said. "In the first half we touches. He's a patient runner
gave them an 88-yard return for and we know we can depend
a gift. They only had 80 yards on on him relying on his speed.
the night and 60 ofthem came on Chandler Cain and him served
one play. Our guys were kicking as our lightning and thunder.
themselves at halftime for that, We know when Chandler will
but we came out and took care be better-suited for situations
of business in the second half."
and when Stribling will be better
That they did.
suited for other situations. We're
Colby Culver was sensation- going to keep going to him in the
al, defensively, with four tackles future."
against the Storm, but it was his
Heading into Week 8 last
first touchdown of the season off season, the Ulcers were 1-5 and
of a fumble recovery that every- had yet to play their first home
one paid attention to.
game at Jack D. Rose stadium.
En route to their third straight This year, it's nearly been the
win, the Lakers found yet an- opposite. Calloway County will
other option at running back in stay on the road for its final four
freshman Dareios Stribling, who regular season games, but the
rushed for 107 yards on just sev- Lakers are taking record imen carries and is second on the provement with them.
team in rushing yards this season, right behind Chandler Cain
•See Page 6
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DAVE WINDER / Special to the Ledger & Times
Calloway County's Chandler Cain (20) and Jeremaiah Malone (10)
celebrate in the end zone while teammate Christian Harris looks on
last Friday at Jack D. Rose Stadium. The Lakers defeated Hopkins
County Central 47-12.

Back at.500, Lakers seeking more wins
BY BRYCE RUDD
Sports Reporter
After an abysmal 0-3 start
this season, the Calloway County football team looked as if
it might be putting a seventh
straight losing season into the
closet.
Three weeks that have followed have given the Lakers a
favorable schedule, no doubt,
but that doesn't discredit any of
Calloway County's accomplishments as of late.
All of a sudden, The Lakers
have reeled off three straight
victories and they don't plan on
losing Friday, when CCHS travels to Dixon to play a struggling
1-5 Webster County squad.
If Calloway County's first
two victories (against Trigg
County 33-27 in overtime and
versus Madisonville-North Hopkins 20-12) weren't convincing
enough, then last Friday's rout
of Hopkins County Central (4712) left no doubt that the Lakers'
streak hasn't been just a fluke.
Whether it's been the motiva-

•

Good Luck Racers, Tigers & Lakers!
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